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AGENDA

Item
No
1

Ward

Item Not
Open

Page
No
APPEALS AGAINST REFUSAL OF INSPECTION
OF DOCUMENTS
To consider any appeals in accordance with
Procedure Rule 15.2 of the Access to Information
Procedure Rules (in the event of an Appeal the
press and public will be excluded).
(*In accordance with Procedure Rule 15.2, written
notice of an appeal must be received by the Head
of Governance Services at least 24 hours before
the meeting)

2

EXEMPT INFORMATION - POSSIBLE
EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC
1

To highlight reports or appendices which
officers have identified as containing exempt
information, and where officers consider that
the public interest in maintaining the
exemption outweighs the public interest in
disclosing the information, for the reasons
outlined in the report.

2

To consider whether or not to accept the
officers recommendation in respect of the
above information.

3

If so, to formally pass the following
resolution:RESOLVED – That the press and public be
excluded from the meeting during
consideration of the following parts of the
agenda designated as containing exempt
information on the grounds that it is likely, in
view of the nature of the business to be
transacted or the nature of the proceedings,
that if members of the press and public were
present there would be disclosure to them of
exempt information, as follows:-
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Item
No
3

Ward

Item Not
Open

Page
No
LATE ITEMS
To identify items which have been admitted to the
agenda by the Chair for consideration
(The special circumstances shall be specified in
the minutes)

4

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
To disclose or draw attention to any interests in
accordance with Leeds City Council’s ‘Councillor
Code of Conduct’.

5

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
To receive apologies for absence (If any)

6

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING

7 - 16

To consider and approve the minutes of the
previous meeting held on 26th November 2021.

(Copies attached)
7

MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
To consider any matters arising from the minutes.

8

NOTES FROM THE CONSULTATIVE MEETING
OF MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE HELD
ON 17TH DECEMBER 2021.
To comment on the minutes from the Consultative
Meeting of Members of the Corporate Governance
and Audit Committee held on 17th December 2021.

(Copy attached)

3

17 24

Item
No
9

Ward

Item Not
Open

Page
No
MATTERS ARISING FROM THE NOTES OF THE
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
To consider any matters arising from the notes of
the Consultative Committee.

10

ANNUAL ASSURANCE REPORT ON
INTEGRATED DIGITAL SERVICES CONTROLS

25 38

To consider a report by the Chief Digital &
Information Officer which presents the Annual
Assurance Report on Integrated Digital Services
controls and seeks to provide assurance in relation
to the management and control mechanisms
supporting the successful ongoing delivery of
Integrated Digital Services (IDS) service provision.
(Report attached)

11

ANNUAL INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
REPORT, INCLUDING THE ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE CALDICOTT GUARDIAN
To consider a report by the Director of Resources
and Housing and the Director of Adults and Health
which presents the Annual Information
Governance Report (including the Annual Report
of the Caldicott Guardian). The report seeks to
assure the Committee on the effectiveness of the
council’s information management and governance
arrangements: that they are up to date; fit for
purpose; effectively communicated and routinely
complied with. The Caldicott Guardian element
seeks to assure the Committee of the
arrangements in place with regards to the
confidentiality of patient and service-user data.

(Report attached)
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39 64

Item
No

Ward

Item Not
Open

Page
No
ANNUAL ASSURANCE REPORT IN RELATION
TO EMPLOYMENT POLICIES AND EMPLOYEE
CONDUCT

12

65 82

To consider a report by the Chief Officer Human
Resources which presents the annual report on
Council’s employment policies and employee
conduct and seeks to provides assurance that,
employee conduct is properly managed, policies
are regularly reviewed and employee conduct
forms part of normal manager/ employee relations.

(Report attached)

APPROVAL OF THE 2020/21 STATEMENT OF
ACCOUNTS AND GRANT THORNTON AUDIT
REPORT

13

83 92

To consider a report by the Chief Officer Financial
Services which seeks approval of the 2020/21
Statement of Accounts and Grant Thornton Audit
Report.
(Report attached, Appendix No.2 (ISA260 Audit
report) to follow)

The Statement of Accounts will be circulated as a
separate document
WORK PROGRAMME

14

To consider and approve the Committee’s Work
Programme for the 2022 period.

(Copy attached)
DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING

15

To note that the next meeting will take place on
Friday, 25th March 2022 at 2.00pm in the Civic
Hall, Leeds.

Third Party Recording
5

93 96

Item
No

Ward

Item Not
Open

Page
No

Recording of this meeting is allowed to enable those not present to see or hear the
proceedings either as they take place (or later) and to enable the reporting of those
proceedings. A copy of the recording protocol is available from the contacts named on the
front of this agenda.
Use of Recordings by Third Parties– code of practice
a)

Any published recording should be accompanied by a statement of when and
where the recording was made, the context of the discussion that took place, and a
clear identification of the main speakers and their role or title.

b)

Those making recordings must not edit the recording in a way that could lead to
misinterpretation or misrepresentation of the proceedings or comments made by
attendees. In particular there should be no internal editing of published extracts;
recordings may start at any point and end at any point but the material between
those points must be complete.

6

Agenda Item 6
Corporate Governance and Audit Committee
Friday, 26th November, 2021
PRESENT:

Councillor K Maqsood in the Chair
Councillors J Bentley, M Foster,
P Grahame, P Harrand, J Illingworth and
P Truswell
Linda Wild – Independent Member

43

Appeals Against Refusal of Inspection of Documents
There were no appeals against the refusal of inspection of documents.

44

Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public
There were no items identified where it was considered necessary to exclude
the press or public from the meeting due to the confidential nature of the
business to be considered.

45

Late Items
There were no late items of business identified.

46

Declaration of Interests
There were no declarations of interest made at the meeting.

47

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors: G Almass and
J Shemilt

48

Minutes of the Previous Meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 24th September 2021 were
submitted for comment/ approval.
RESOLVED - That the minutes of the previous meeting held on 24th
September 2021 were accepted as a true and correct record.

49

Matters Arising from the Minutes
The Committee received the following up-date on matters previously
considered by this Committee:
Public Sector Network Certification (PSN) - Update Report (Minute No.35
referred) – The Committee were advised that the Data Protection Officer was
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Friday, 17th December, 20212022
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pleased to report that the second PSN submission, entered within the
guidelines set out by the Cabinet office, was successful. LCC now had a PSN
certificate which would ease compliance work across the Council and enable
data to continue to be shared where it was needed.
It was reported that the work completed by the PSN Taskforce had been
celebrated by IDS with a nomination for the Awards for Excellence in the
category ‘Team of the Year’.
Members were informed that the team would continue into 2022 with the
annual IT Health-check taking place in January and a planned PSN
submission date for July.
Annual Treasury Management Governance Report (Minute No 37 referred) –
At the last meeting Members sought clarification around the audit
arrangements for treasury management for 2019/20 – It was reported that the
requested information had been circulated to all Members of the Committee
on 19th November 2021.
Internal Audit Update Report May to July 2021 (Minute No.39 referred) – With
reference to the last meeting when it was agreed that the Chair on behalf of
the Committee be requested to write to the Chief Executive with a request that
all Chief Officers remind their staff of the importance of completing Customer
Satisfaction Questionnaires following a review of work undertaken by the
Audit Section – It was reported that the matters had been raised at Corporate
Leadership Team and communicated to the Best Council Leadership Team
on 22nd October 2021
50

Annual Assurance Report on Financial Management
The Chief Officer Financial Services submitted a report which provided
assurance that the Council had established an effective financial control
environment including robust arrangements for strategic financial planning
combined with effective financial management and control.
Addressing the report, the Deputy Chief Officer Financial Services confirmed
that the Council had a sound framework for reviewing and challenging
financial performance, it also had realistic plans in place to make the
necessary savings in the 2021/22 financial year and was taking the
appropriate steps to deliver them. The Authority had contingency plans in
place to help to manage unforeseen variations against the budget.
Members noted the report fulfilled the requirement in the Chief Finance
Officer’s protocol, (Section 5k of the Council’s constitution), that the Chief
Finance Officer would report to this Committee annually to confirm that the
arrangements set out in the protocol had been complied with and set out
proposals for amendments in the light of any issues that had arisen during the
year.

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Friday, 17th December, 20212022
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Reference was made to the section “Clearly Communicate” Members
questioned whether a briefing on the background to Local Government
Finance has been received by new members.
Members were informed that the COVID-19 pandemic had impacted upon the
delivery of this briefing, but it is the intention to provide a financial briefing on
this issue which would be open to all Members.
RESOLVED – To note the assurances provided by the Chief Officer Financial
Services that:

51

(i)

The appropriate systems and procedures were in place to ensure
that there was sound financial management and control across the
Authority

(ii)

The arrangements set out in the Chief Finance Officer protocol had
been complied with.

Procurement of External Auditor
The Chief Officer, Financial Services submitted a report which set out the
proposals for appointing the external auditor to the Council for the statutory
financial accounts for the five-year period from 2023/24.
Addressing the report, the Deputy Chief Financial Services Officer explained
that by early March 2022, the Council would need to make the decision on
how it would appoint external auditors for accounting periods 2023/24
onwards. External Auditors would need to be appointed for the accounting
period 2023/24 by the statutory deadline of 31st December 2022.
Members were informed that under the Local Government Audit and
Accountability Act 2014 (“the Act”) the Council was required to secure the
appointment of an auditor to audit its accounts for each financial year. In
doing so the Council had three options;


To appoint its own auditor, which requires it to follow the procedure set
out in the Act.



To act jointly with other local authorities to procure an auditor following
the procedures in the Act.



To opt into the national auditor appointment scheme administered by a
body designated by the Secretary of State as the “appointing person”.
The body currently designated for this role is Public Sector Audit
Appointments Limited (PSAA).

It was reported that following consideration of the three options it was
concluded that the sector wide procurement conducted by PSAA would
produce better outcomes and would be less burdensome for the Council than
a procurement undertaken locally.
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Friday, 17th December, 20212022
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Members queried if the Council would have any involvement in negotiations
with the audit fee.
In responding the Chief Financial Services Officer said that the PSAA
undertook the negotiations on behalf of all Local Authorities which achieved
value for money.
Members asked what opportunity the Council would have to influence the
nature of the audit.
Members were advised that the nature of the audit was prescribed by
regulations and that negotiations would not therefore alter the nature, work,
coverage or standards required in the audit.
Members asked if this procurement process was identical to previous
appointment.
The Chief Financial Services Officer confirmed that this appointment process
was the same as previous procurements.
RESOLVED – To recommend to Full Council that the Council accepts Public
Sector Audit Appointments’ invitation to opt into the sector led option for the
appointment of external auditors from 2023/24.
52

Procurement Review Update Report
The Head of Procurement and Commercial Services submitted a report which
provided an update as to progress made in relation to the P2P review which
included recommendations from the LGA Peer Review.
Addressing the report, the Head of Procurement and Commercial Services
said the report provided an update as to progress made in relation to the P2P
review (including dovetailing the P2P review with recommendations from the
LGA Peer Review while seeking to deliver greater strategic value from
procurement activity).
The report informed Members that in accordance with the Corporate
Governance Code and Framework, the P2P review sought to review the
efficiency and effectiveness of all P2P related processes in order to ensure
compliant procurement activity, to deliver value for money in relation to
external spend, and to have the capacity/capability to be effective.
It was also reported that whilst consulting with Internal Audit on the proposed
changes to CPRs it came to light that there was an anomaly between
Finance, Contract and Legal Matters) and Article 13 of the Constitution
(Decision Making). Extending the existing simplified contract signing
processes under Article 14 by 1p to include contracts valued at exactly
£100K, would align with the simplified decision-making processes in relation
to Administrative Decisions under Article 13, ensuring clarity and efficiency.
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Friday, 17th December, 20212022
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Commenting on Social Value, Members asked whether there was intention to
extend the current 10% weighting in favour of social value on procurement
activity, as some other Local Authorities do.
In responding, the Head of Procurement and Commercial Services said of the
initial 10% weighting would be reviewed over the first year. The intention was
to get social value properly embedded, to receive and understand the data via
a monitoring report, before considering increased weighting toward social
value.
Members sought further details about the role of a new Commercial Finance
Manager to explore income generation and trading opportunities.
Members were informed that the Commercial Finance Manager started in
post on 6th September, from a private sector commercial finance background.
It was reported that an initial review of current fees and charges levels, and
commercial activity across the Council had commenced with a view to
ensuring costs were fully recovered and to seek to maximise income
generation.
Members made reference to the LGA Bespoke Remote Peer Support
(Document) - Key Reflections, noting Recommendation No.7 that:
“Elected Members should be engaged with the strategic decision making for
procurement and contract management. There should also be Member
representation on the social value and climate change boards”.
The Head of Procurement and Commercial Services noted in responding that
the Social Value board reports to Scrutiny in relation to social value matters,
and that the Corporate Governance and Audit Committee receive annual
assurance reports in relation to procurement arrangements. However,
Member engagement and oversight could be reviewed should Members wish.
The Chair thanked the Head of Procurement and Commercial Services for his
attendance and contribution.
RESOLVED –

53

(i)

That the contents of the report be noted

(ii)

To support the proposal to extend the existing the simplified
contract signing process under Article 14 of the Constitution to also
apply to contracts valued at exactly £100K, and thereby align with
the Administrative Decision-Making process values under Article 13
of the Constitution.

Internal Audit Annual Report and Opinion 2020/21

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Friday, 17th December, 20212022
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The Head of Audit submitted a report which set out the annual opinion of the
Head of Audit which provided a source of assurance that the internal control
environment was operating as intended through a summary of the Internal
Audit activity for the period from May to July 2021. The report also highlighted
incidence of any significant control failings or weaknesses.
Addressing the report the Head of Audit said that the Public Sector Internal
Audit Standards (PSIAS) required the Head of Audit to deliver an annual
internal audit opinion and report that could be used by the council to inform its
governance statement.
Members noted that the opinion provided by the Head of Internal Audit was
based on the work undertaken and completed relating to 2020/21 regarding
the adequacy and effectiveness of the Authority’s framework of governance,
risk management and control.
Members were informed that the work undertaken to support this opinion had
been conducted in accordance with an established methodology that
promotes quality and conformance with the International Standards for the
Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.
Referring to the number of referrals, (Page No. 90 of the submitted report)
Members noted that the majority of referrals (37) related to the Resources and
Housing Directorate, Members asked if there was a reason for this.
Members were informed that Covid-19 Grant Applications fell within the remit
of that Directorate.
Members joined the Chair in expressing their thanks and appreciation to the
Audit Team for the work undertaken throughout the year.
RESOLVED – To receive the Annual Internal Audit Report and Opinion for
2020/21 and note the opinion given. In particular:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

54

that on the basis of the audit work undertaken during the 2020/21
financial year, the internal control environment (including the key
financial systems, risk and governance) were well established and
operating effectively in practice
a satisfactory overall opinion is provided for 2020/21, based on the
audit work detailed within the submitted report
that the work undertaken to support the opinion had been
conducted in accordance with an established methodology that
promotes quality and conformance with the International Standards
for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing
to note that there had been no limitations in scope and nothing had
arisen to compromise the independence of Internal Audit during the
reporting period.

Approval of Annual Governance Statement
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Friday, 17th December, 20212022
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The Chief Officer, Financial Services submitted a report which presented the
final Annual Governance Statement (AGS) for approval by Committee in
advance of the Committee’s approval of the audited Statement of Accounts.
Addressing the report, the Internal Audit Manager explained the Annual
Governance Statement was a statutory requirement and must be published
alongside the council’s audited statement of accounts.
Members were informed that the Annual Governance Statement had been
updated reflecting developments in the Council’s governance arrangements,
with further assurance becoming available since the Committee approved the
Interim Governance Statement in July 2021.
Commenting on the General Fund Reserve, Members queried if the amount
of reserve was satisfactory
The Chief Officer Financial Services said the Medium-Term Financial
Statement recognises the intention to increase the level of reserve year on
year; and that the level of reserves were considered as part of the assessing
the risk environment when setting the budget.
RESOLVED – That the Annual Governance Statement for 2021/22 be
approved.
55

Counter Fraud Update Report
The Chief Officer, Financial Services submitted a report which sets out details
of the counter fraud activities undertaken by the Internal Audit service
between the period April 2021 and September 2021.
Addressing the report, the Principal Audit Manager spoke in detail about the
report and highlighted the following areas of work:





Reactive Anti - Fraud Work
Proactive Anti- Fraud Work
Counter Fraud and Corruption Strategy and Response Plan
Whistleblowing Policy Review

The Chair thanked Officers for the report and work undertaken.
RESOLVED –
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

To note the assurances as set out in the submitted report.
To endorse the Counter Fraud and Corruption Strategy and
Response Plan noting that the Policy Statement on Fraud and
Corruption will be discontinued.
Endorse the Whistleblowing Policy noting that the Raising Concerns
Policy will be discontinued.

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Friday, 17th December, 20212022
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(iv)

56

To endorse the role of a Counter Fraud and Corruption Champion
noting that the party whips will appoint to the role.

Grant Thornton Audit Progress Report
The Chief Officer, Financial Services submitted a report which provided an
update from the external auditors, Grant Thornton on their 2020/21 audit. The
report outlined the findings from their interim audit work and offered
commentary on progress to date on the final accounts audit.
The Chair welcomed Mr Gareth Mills and Mr Perminder Sethi from Grant
Thornton.
Addressing the report Mr Mills said Members would be familiar from previous
discussions of the challenging nature of the availability of specialist public
sector external audit staff, and the volume of local authority audits which
continued after last year’s target date of completion of 30th November 2020,
including Leeds City Council. He said this background coupled with the impact
of Covid-19 remote working and the need to prioritise NHS clients given their
earlier audit deadline of June 2021, had meant that local authority audit work
had been delayed in comparison to the normal timings and profile of delivery.
It was also reported that the new Code of Audit Practice which came into
force in April 2020 introduced an Auditor’s Annual Report, containing a
commentary or arrangements to secure value for money and any associated
recommendation. This new approach was more complex, more involved and
was planned to make more impact.
Commenting on the 2020/21 audit, Mr Mills said it was now proposed that
completion of the audit field work on the majority of the accounts would be
done by late December 2021 with a view to completing any remaining
fieldwork in January and signing the audit opinion by 31st January 2022.
Members asked what assurances could be provided regarding audit quality, in
the light of recent regulatory findings regarding two Grant Thornton audits of
companies.
In responding Mr Mills said the instances referred to were in the private sector
arm of Grant Thornton and related to audits which took place some time ago.
Mr Mills explained that the public audit sector was heavily regulated with the
FSA undertaking a review of work undertaken in the sector based on a
sample of audit files. A recent thorough review of an audit undertaken by
Grant Thornton had resulted in positive feedback.
Mr Mills gave an assurance to the committee that audit work undertaken was
appropriate, detailed, in line with requirements and of appropriate standard.
The Chair thanked Mr Mills and Mr Sethi for their attendance.
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Friday, 17th December, 20212022
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RESOLVED - To receive the Audit Progress Report and to note the progress
to date in delivery of the 2020/21 audit.
57

Work Programme
The Chief Officer Financial Services submitted a report which set out the
proposed Work Programme for the remainder of 2021/22.
With reference to decisions made earlier in the meeting, the work programme
be amended as follows:
Approval of the Audited Accounts & Audit Report (ISA 260) – Moved to
February 2022 – (Minute 56 referred).
RESOLVED – With the inclusion of the above, the Work Programme be
amended accordingly

58

Date and Time of Next Meeting
RESOLVED - To note that the next meeting will take place on Friday, 17th
December 2021 at 2.00pm in the Civic Hall, Leeds.

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Friday, 17th December, 20212022
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Agenda Item 8
CONSULTATIVE MEETING OF MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE
FRIDAY, 17TH DECEMBER, 2021
PRESENT:

Councillor K Maqsood in the Chair
Councillors G Almass, J Bentley, M Foster,
P Grahame, J Illingworth, J Shemilt, and
P Truswell
Linda Wild – Independent Member

1

Chair's Opening Comments
The Chair explained that this meeting was taking place as a remote
consultative meeting in light of the current guidance in respect of the Covid 19
pandemic.
She said in the interests of transparency and openness the meeting was
publicised in the usual way with the agenda and report pack available on-line,
and the meeting was live streamed on the City Council’s Website so that the
public could observe the meeting without needing to be present.
As a remote meeting, the meeting was consultative only, and was not legally
able to take any formal decisions. Recommendations made by the meeting,
and recorded in this note, will therefore be referred to the next physical
meeting of the committee for approval.

2

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
There were no declarations of interest made at the meeting.

3

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor P Harrand

4

PUBLIC SECTOR INTERNAL AUDIT STANDARDS - EXTERNAL QUALITY
ASSESSMENT
The Chief Officer Financial Services submitted a report which set out details
of an external independent review of Leeds City Council’s Internal Audit
Service undertaken by Glasgow City Council. The purpose of the report was
to provide independent assurance that the Internal Audit Service conformed
with the requirements of the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS).
The Chair introduced and welcomed to the meeting Duncan Black and Jillian
Campbell, Audit Services, Glasgow City Council
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Addressing the report Mr Black explained the audit function was appropriately
positioned within the organisation; independent and objective; trusted; highly
regarded by stakeholders; and made a positive contribution to the systems of
governance, risk management and internal control.
In terms of the audit opinion, Mr Black said that independent review and
sample testing had confirmed that Leeds City Council’s Internal Audit
Function conformed with the requirements of the Public Sector Internal Audit
Standards.
Commenting on the Stakeholders questionnaire, it was noted that of the 10
questionnaires sent out, only 5 had been completed and returned (50%)
Members queried if such a return rate had an impact on the overall opinion.
In responding Mr Black said the rate of return on the Stakeholders
questionnaire did not impact on the overall conclusion which was valid based
on assessment of supporting evidence. Stakeholder questionnaire provided
qualitative assurance and would not affect the overall conclusion. Mr Black
undertook to provide details so that the committee’s disappointment could be
communicated by the Head of Audit.
Referring to page 14 of the submitted report and the “challenge for Internal
Audit going forward in accommodating and managing audits when resources
in departments were reducing and their capacity for responding to audit may
be reduced”. Members queried if there was any recourse if such issues were
not responded to, were auditors proactive in managing the audit plan to
provide assurance that work would not be limited as a result of resource
issues in future.
The Head of Audit confirmed that auditors were developing liaison
arrangements with directorates, to ensure proactive management of the plan.
Similarly, work is underway to amend the approach to recommendation
tracking to provide assurance that recommendations are all implemented in a
timely way.
In response to Member questioning the Head of Audit confirmed that
appropriate escalation was available if directorates failed to respond to
internal audit; responses would be sought from the hierarchy of the
organisation with possibly a report to Members if the response was not
satisfactory.
One Members asked if consideration had been given to asking questions
outside the normal remit of an audit.
In responding the Chief Officer Financial Services said that the Council has a
very modern audit function, auditors were involved in a range of work,
including transformation work where colleagues were engaged from the
beginning and work alongside providing challenge throughout the process in
addition to the traditional review model of audit.
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The Chair thanked Mr Black and Ms Campbell for their attendance and
contributions.
RECOMMENDED -

5

(i)

To receive the Leeds City Council Public Sector Internal Audit
Standards External Quality Assessment undertaken by Glasgow
City Council

(ii)

To note that Leeds City Council’s Internal Audit Service conforms
with the requirements of the PSIAS.

ANNUAL ASSURANCE REPORT ON CORPORATE RISK MANAGEMENT
ARRANGEMENTS
The Intelligence and Policy Manager submitted a report which presented the
Annual Assurance Report on Corporate Risk Management Arrangements
which sought to provide assurance on the effectiveness of the council’s
corporate risk management arrangements: that they are up to date; fit for
purpose; effectively communicated and routinely complied with. The report
also explained the key arrangements in place and additional work planned for
2022.
Members noted the responses received to the survey of internal control and
questioned whether the fact that ‘somewhat’, ‘not at all’ and ‘don’t’ know’
responses outweighed responses indicating that officers were ‘very much’
aware and compliant with arrangements should give rise to concern.
In responding the Intelligence and Policy Manager described arrangements to
review risk registers which would increase awareness of arrangements. In
addition, he noted that the publicity in relation to the launch of the revised risk
strategy should result in increased awareness which would be tested in the
next survey of internal control.
Members sought further details of the development of a risk register for use
within the Council’s Corporate Procurement Unit.
The Intelligence and Policy Manager explained that work had taken place a
number of years ago to identify procurement related risks and that there were
two procurement risks reflected on the directorate risk register. However,
there was a need for further work to understand the issues in more granular
detail and to update procurement procedures in response.
Members asked if there were any other Council Services where the risk
register required further work.
Members were informed that the council currently maintains in excess of 90
risk registers. In addition to regular reviews in directorates visits are
undertaken to key services and horizon scanning is undertaken to identify
particular areas of concern where further updating may be required.
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Members noted that the council’s risks arose from a variety of sources, some
of which were out of the direct control of the City Council. Members asked
whether the partnership governance and risk checklist explored arrangements
in relation to relevant risks in and for partner organisations.
The Intelligence and Policy Manager advised that the checklist focussed on
risks to the council.
The Chair requested that the partnership governance and risk checklist be
circulated to all Members of the Committee.
Members asked if sufficient resources were available to undertake “horizon
scanning”.
Members were informed that good connections had been established across
the Council, and that useful data/ information was provided by Professional
Bodies. Although the central risk team has reduced, smarter working in
collaboration with other colleagues would enable good oversight in addition to
quarterly opportunities for directorate leadership teams to consider their risk
profile.
RECOMMENDED –

6

(i)

To receive the annual report on the council’s corporate risk
management arrangements and note the assurances in support of
their next Annual Governance Statement.

(ii)

That the partnership governance and risk checklist be circulated to
all Members of the Committee.

ANNUAL BUSINESS CONTINUITY REPORT
The Director for Resources submitted a report which provided assurance on
the adequacy of internal business continuity management controls currently in
place in the council; that they are up to date; fit for purpose; effectively
communicated and routinely complied with.
Addressing the report, the Intelligence and Policy Manager explained that
Business Continuity Management (BCM) was a process that helps manage
risks to the smooth running of an organisation or delivery of a service,
ensuring continuity of critical functions in the event of a disruption, and
effective recovery afterwards. Leeds City Council recognise the benefits of
having efficient and effective business continuity management arrangements
in place. Not only is BCM good practice, but it is also a requirement of the
Civil Contingencies Act 2004, which made it a statutory duty of all Category 1
responders (which includes local authorities) to have in place business
continuity plans (BC Plans).
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Members were informed that cyber security was a continuing threat and
currently there was a significant amount of work taking place to update
Business Continuity Plans which were heavily reliant on IT systems.
Members asked what lessons had been learned from the Covid-19 pandemic.
The Intelligence and Policy Manager said that a review of impact on critical
services would assist in the prioritisation of business continuity planning. The
focus was now to align the plans with the risk (to reflect the risk). Members
were informed that flooding was now a significant area of risk, with greater
emphasis being put on this type of risk.
Members asked about arrangements to embed business continuity plans in
services.
The Intelligence and Policy Manager advised that each business continuity
plan has an identified key contact in addition to a plan ‘owner’. The review
was being used to promote ownership of each plan. It was however
acknowledged that the testing programme was in need of an overhaul.
RECOMMENDED – That the report be received, noting that the business
continuity arrangements are fit for purpose, up to date, are routinely complied
with, have been effectively communicated and are monitored.
7

ANNUAL ASSURANCE REPORT ON CORPORATE PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS
The Director of Resources submitted a report which presented the Annual
assurance report on corporate performance management arrangements and
provided assurance on the effectiveness of the council’s corporate
performance management arrangements; that they are up to date; fit for
purpose; effectively communicated and routinely complied with.
Addressing the report, the Intelligence and Policy Manager explained that the
strategic ambitions, outcomes and priorities of the council were set out in the
Best Council Plan (BCP) which provided the framework for the council’s
performance management arrangements. The BCP incorporates a set of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) that help measure progress over time against
the outcomes and priorities set out in the BCP.
Acknowledging the planned development of a Best City Ambition in place of
the existing Best Council Plan, the Policy and Information Manager indicated
that there would need to be a correlative review of the KPIs to reflect what
and how performance will be reported.
Members asked how great a change to the KPI’s was anticipated, given that
not all issues within the proposed Best City Ambition fall within the council’s
remit and control.
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Members were informed that KPI’s which work well would remain (internal
ones). External KPI’s had less influence on Council outcomes, and these
would be kept under review.
Members asked whether KPIs would continue to reflect the Inclusive Growth
Strategy.
The Policy and Information Manager confirmed that the Inclusive Growth
Strategy was due for review in the next year, and that the relevant KPIs would
be reviewed following on from this.
RECOMMENDED – That the report be received, noting its contents provides
key forms of assurance on the robustness of the authority’s corporate
performance management arrangements.
8

INTERNAL AUDIT UPDATE REPORT AUGUST TO NOVEMBER 2021
The Chief Financial Services Officer submitted a report which provided
assurance that the internal control environment was operating as intended
through a summary of the Internal Audit activity for the period from August to
November 2021.
Addressing the report, the Senior Audit Manager explained that 20 audit
reports (excluding external work) had been issued during the period from 1st
August 2021 to 30th November 2021.
It was reported that during the reporting period there been no limitations to the
scope, and nothing had arisen to compromise the independence of the
auditors.
Members sought further clarification around the Customer Satisfaction
questionnaires.
The Senior Audit Manager explained that feedback was requested after each
audit, often there was a time lag in receiving the information. It was also
reported that some investigations were crosscutting, for example grant work,
which often spanned across a number of council areas.
Members asked if the information showing that there is currently a lower
response rate from schools was representative of a longer-term trend dating
back to pre-covid times.
In responding the Senior Audit Manager said that an analysis of the data
would be undertaken and shared with Members.
Referring to “No Recourse to Public Funds” and issues around accuracy of
some payments, Members queried if these were of a material nature, and
whether these were isolated examples or systemic.
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Members were informed that the payment errors were relatively low in
monetary value but higher in frequency. Investigations were currently ongoing
with a view to enhancing the level of automation in the payment system. It
was reported that a follow-up audit would be undertaken.
Members requested that the section on other audit work in future reports
incorporate a value judgement on the basis of work carried out to provide
further assurance in relation to these matters.
The Senior Audit Manager thanked the Member for this suggestion and
welcomed any further feedback as the new style report was developed.
RECOMMENDED –
(i)

To receive the Internal Audit Update Report covering the period
from August to November 2021 and note the work undertaken by
Internal Audit during the period covered by the report;

(ii)

To note that there have been no limitations in scope and nothing
has arisen to compromise the independence of Internal Audit during
the reporting period.

(iii)

To Receive the report providing information relating to the
Monitoring of Urgent Decisions covering the period August to
November 2021

(iv)

To provide to Members details of the response rate now, compared
to that of pre-covid times on customer satisfaction questionnaires.
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Agenda Item 10
Report author: Bev Fisher
Tel: 0113 3784447

Annual Assurance Report on Integrated Digital Services
controls
Date: 25/01/2022
Report of: Chief Digital and Information Officer
Report to: Corporate Governance and Audit Committee
Will the decision be open for call in?

☐Yes ☒No

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?

☒Yes ☐No

What is this report about?
This report provides assurance in relation to the management and control mechanisms supporting
the successful ongoing delivery of Integrated Digital Services (IDS) service provision.
IDS provide services across the Council, Leeds CCG, Leeds GP practices plus Aspire, WYJS,
some schools and Leeds Grand Theatre. Under the CDIO, a single IDS team spanning both the
Council and the CCG is in place.
Digital capabilities play a central role in supporting the Best Council Plan delivery through
•

Promoting and investing in digital inclusion and skills

•

Using data to better provide evidence and insights

•

Strengthening digital and data ‘Smart City’ infrastructure and increasing digital inclusion

•

Delivering against IDS specific KPIs
o

Percentage of ICT service desk calls fixed at the first point of contact

o

Percentage of information requests received responded to within statutory timescales
(Freedom of Information, Subject Access Requests and Environmental Information
Regulations)

Recommendations
Corporate Governance and Audit Committee are asked to:
a) Consider and note the positive assurances provided in this report
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Why is the proposal being put forward?
1

The purpose of this report is to provide assurance on the management and control
mechanisms which support the successful ongoing delivery of Integrated Digital Services
service provision

2

IDS provide services across the Council, Leeds CCG, Leeds GP Practices, Aspire, WYJS,
some schools and Leeds Grand Theatre. The Chief Digital Information Officer has dual
accountability and line management of staff across both the Council and the CCG with an
integrated team now established.
IDS have responsibility for the provision of digital and IT solutions with several services
provided:
 Proactive maintenance and support across a broad range of systems
 Service Centre fault and request resolution
 Provision and support of IT equipment to individuals e.g. laptops, screens,
smartphones
 Provision and support of IT equipment in office workspaces e.g. conferencing room
equipment, printers and shared desk facilities such as screens/mice/keyboards
 Provision and support of telephony solutions
 Provision and support of data network connections including remote connection to
support home/mobile working
 Management of user accounts and access to IT systems
 Provision and proactive maintenance of IT systems
 Storage and backup of data
 Management and proactive maintenance of IT security systems
 Management of information and compliance with data and security standards
 Management of business intelligence systems and production of data
dashboards/reporting
 Development of business change proposals, business cases and the
Project/Programme management of change
There are several KPI measures in place across IDS to manage performance in relation to
services. Our Service Centre performance and customer satisfaction plus system
availability are tracked and reported monthly within IDS. Service level reports are produced
monthly for those customers who are external/arms-length to the Council. A reduction in
SLA performance regarding Service Centre call wait times was reported in 2021 and a
recovery plan subsequently developed. This recovery plan is currently being implemented.
There are numerous external suppliers who provide systems and services which underpin
our IT delivery. Contract owners are in place to manage supplier performance, liaise with
the business areas who use those products and to undertake regular supplier contract
meetings with key suppliers.
Contracts for third party products are reviewed in line with procurement rules and IDS
actively manage the timely renewal or re-procurement of contracts to ensure continuity of
service. This activity is overseen by the IDS Sourcing team.
All procurements which involve technology require sign off by the Chief Digital and
Information Officer.
At present there are some contracts and associated budgets for IT systems still held within
Council directorates. CLT have now agreed the transfer of these budgets to IDS from
1/4/22.
Digital Roadmaps have been developed for all business areas and for our underpinning
technologies. These cover the key business ambitions and changes required (such as
those due to legislation or contract expiry) and the potential projects/changes to achieve
this. Underpinning the business layer is a roadmap for shared business products (such as
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Microsoft Office) and one for the underpinning technology components which also require
ongoing maintenance, upgrade or replacement.
A Digital Board has been established to manage the overall portfolio of work and agree the
relative priorities of each request. This board has representatives from each Council
directorate and CCG members will be added in due course. The Terms of Reference are
included at Appendix A.
Corporate Leadership receive regular updates regarding the portfolio of work and are the
escalation point for any priority conflicts which cannot be resolved by Digital Board
IDS have established a technical Design Authority which reviews all proposed solutions to
ensure compliance with our architectural strategy and design principles. The Terms of
Reference for this board are currently being revised following establishment of the Digital
Board.
In addition to traditional approaches to project delivery where requirements are gathered in
full prior to solutions being designed or procured, IDS have developed capabilities to deliver
change using more iterative development techniques enabling faster delivery of solutions.
Working in this way requires different approaches to managing and tracking project delivery
and these are being built into our revised IDS governance. This will ensure that resource
and capacity is managed, progress can be tracked but that decisions can be made quickly
and iteratively in relation to scope and outcomes.
Reporting against the portfolio of work is now well-established covering individual project
and programme progress.
IDS staff complete resource forecasts on a weekly basis giving a 12-week forward view of
their capacity. These resource forecasts cover ‘Lights on’ planned support, management
and development tasks, leave/absence and planned project work which has been assigned.
IDS staff also complete a weekly timesheet capturing effort expended against planned
tasks. Investment is being made in new tools to better manage forecasting, time recording
and overall portfolio management.
The Information Security Assurance and Compliance (ISAaC) Board has been established
which focuses on ensuring we are actively managing compliance risks. This provides the
key control and management of the corporate risk LCC 31. This includes remediating
known security vulnerabilities highlighted through the annual IT healthcheck via planned
programmes of work as well as responding to new threats and attacks. The board also
provides oversight on all projects to ensure that security and compliance aspects are being
duly considered. The ISAaC board has replaced the Compliance Board referred to in the
report to this Committee last year.
IDS SLT, the senior leadership team for the service, meets weekly and is the escalation
point for any concerns regarding compliance, security or digital delivery. The corporate
risks are considered quarterly by senior leadership to provide robust assurance that risks
are accurately identified and described and that appropriate arrangements are in place to
control and mitigate.
It should be noted that there will always be residual risk, such as that caused by human
error.
The Information Management Board (IMB) provides oversight to all Information
Governance projects and activity. Appendix B covers the Terms of Reference for this
board. Further information on the management and escalation of information management
and governance risk is included in the Annual Information Governance report, elsewhere on
this agenda.
Digital Inclusion - Since 2015 the Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth Scrutiny
Board has led an inquiry into digital inclusion with an annual report from the CDIO on
progress. The next report is due in April 2022. Regular updates have been provided to IDS
SLT regarding the work programme and progress during 2021.
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21 Work required from the Office of Data Analytics (ODA) is managed through a fortnightly
prioritisation meeting and governed through a monthly ODA board.
22 IDS has historically taken part in external benchmarking exercises through SOCITM
(Society of IT Managers) which provided a review against other Council IT functions on
aspects such as service performance, costs and customer satisfaction. This has not been
undertaken for the past 2 years as other Councils and ourselves cut back on non-essential
expenditure. IDS continue to measure customer satisfaction internally, the costs of
contracts and service performance are tested through procurement exercises and ongoing
direct conversation with other Local Government users of those services.
23 A number of internal audits are completed each year focussing on different aspects of IDS
service and performance. The areas of focus are discussed and agreed each year
between the CDIO and Internal Audit. The output of these reviews are reported by the
Head of Internal Audit to Corporate Governance and Audit Committee.
24 IDS are currently updating our own service Business Continuity Plan and also working with
the Resilience team to support work being done with services across the Council to ensure
their respective Business Continuity Plans cover how they would operate in the event of an
IT outage or cyber attack.

What impact will this proposal have?
Wards Affected:
Have ward members been consulted?

☐Yes

☒No

25 There are no specific impacts to wards. Delivery of IDS robust services underpin all
Council and CCG/GP services.
26 There are no specific Equality and diversity / cohesion and integration issues arising from
this report
What consultation and engagement has taken place?
27 The information in this report is presented for information and comment by the Corporate
Governance and Audit Committee.
What are the resource implications?
28 The systems and processes in place and described within this assurance report have been
established to manage the allocation of resources and to manage resource conflicts.
What are the legal implications?
29 Compliance to legal standards for managing information (GDPR), Public Sector network
security infrastructure (PSN) and Payment Card Industry (PCI) standards are managed
through our compliance boards and as part of individual project delivery.
30 This report is not subject to call in.
What are the key risks and how are they being managed?
31 Key Corporate risks in relation to the delivery of IDS services are actively managed,
reported and escalated as set out above. These are:
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LCC15 Major ICT failure
Description

Risk that council services are disrupted due to frequent and/or
prolonged ICT failures.

Status

Open

Probability

3 - Possible

Impact

3 - Moderate

Risk Score

High

LCC31 Major Cyber Incident
Description

Risk to Citizens, Council and City as a result of digital crime,
process failure or people’s actions.

Status

Open

Probability

4 - Probable

Impact

4 - Major

Risk Score

Very High

LCC26 Information Management and Governance
Description

Risk of harm to individuals, partners, organisations, third parties
and the council as a result of non-compliance with Information
Governance legislation and industry standards.

Status

Open

Probability

3 - Possible

Impact

3 - Moderate

Risk Score

High

Individual projects and programmes have risk and issues logs which are maintained and
managed through project and programme boards and can be escalated through the same
governance structure as described in the body of the report.
Does this proposal support the council’s 3 Key Pillars?
☒Inclusive Growth

☒Health and Wellbeing

☒Climate Emergency

32 Digital capabilities play a central role in maximising the use of tools and technology to
improve and transform the way the council works, provides services and engages with
citizens.
33 The Best Council plan ambitions include:
 Reference to promoting and investing in digital inclusion and skills
 Using data to better provide evidence and insights
 Strengthening digital and data ‘Smart City’ infrastructure and increasing digital
inclusion
 IDS specific KPI’S –
o Percentage of ICT service desk calls fixed at the first point of contact
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o

Percentage of information requests received responded to within statutory
timescales (Freedom of Information, Subject Access Requests and Environmental
Information Regulations)
34 Consideration of the climate emergency goals is integrated throughout the development,
implementation and review or establishment of any key decisions, strategies, policies,
services and functions.
Options, timescales and measuring success
35 Not applicable

Appendices
36 Appendix A – Digital Board Terms of Reference
37 Appendix B – Information Management Board Terms of Reference

Background papers
38 None
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Appendix A

Digital Board Terms of Reference (TOR)
Purpose

To set the strategic direction for the Digital Board, ensuring Digital enablement is aligned
to the City Vision and strategic outcomes, making Digital by Design a reality.
To build Digital Roadmaps, in partnership with our stakeholders that represent the future
direction of the Region, City Health Partnership and the council.
To support the ethos that we make things easier / cheaper / faster for citizen to deal with
us and for staff to provide services to citizens. The way in which we deliver this principle is
by linking our work to the needs of customers and delivering services that are high impact
and value-adding

To ensure Digital Roadmaps are built and assessed
To promote digital efficiency and transformation through the exploitation of
technology, innovation and rationalisation of our application estate.

Design and Delivery - Approve future development of Digital Road Maps, ensuring
all approvals for new developments are progressed against robust Digital
Principles
To advocate the digital principles. Actively supporting this within directorates, and
CCGs, demonstrating personal buy-in to the aims and direction of the board,
supporting Prioritisation, Digital Efficiency and Rationalisation.


Frequency

To make decisions swiftly, supported by evidence, in order to maintain progress
within the decision- making framework of the City Partners;
o

Board Members and Directorate/Service Area Leads will have voting rights
on the Board

o

The Board will be able to take decisions commensurate with the decision
making authority of the Chief Digital Information Officer

o

The Board will make recommendations to IDS Design Authority to approve
developments to the next stage of the governance process.



To challenge Digital developments, digital dependencies and digital procurements,
to remove duplication of systems, and processes, leading to the development
robust 5 year long, organisational Digital Road Maps.



Ensure that all Digital Developments approved by the board, and are funded and
prioritised



To ensure all board members are engaged appropriately at every stage of Digital
Road Map development, actively encouraging engagement and seeking feedback
from all stakeholders.

The board will meet on a monthly basis, although the chair has the ability to make
recommendations to change the frequency or call extraordinary meetings where necessary
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Agenda

Standard items for the agenda are as follows. Additional items based on the current status
of the Digital Road Maps, may be tabled as required following approval by the chair.

Welcome and apologies
Minutes of previous Meetings and Actions


Submission of new service request



Feedback from Design Authority



Refresh of Directorate Digital Road Maps



Prioritisation of requests, and dependent projects



Communications and engagement



Benefits Realisation – Invest to save Projects and Digital Procurements

[Any additional papers approved by the Chair]
AOB (Inc. Date and Time of Next Meeting)
Quorum

The quorum is currently monthly, for all meetings and must include either the chair or
Deputy Chair and at least three of the Service Area Leads.

Servicing the
Meeting

Meetings will be booked by Emma Paterson and minutes and actions taken by Charles
Farnes

Escalation

Any issues that cannot be resolved by Digital Board, can be escalated to CLT/EMT by the
Chair
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Appendix B

Information Management Board
Terms of Reference

Purpose

The Information Management Board is responsible for:








Providing leadership, oversight and an approval mechanism for Information
Governance and Cyber strategy and policy, ensuring regular reviews through the
appropriate subgroups
Ensuring that an appropriate comprehensive Information Governance and Cyber
framework and systems are in place throughout the Council.
Monitoring a cycle of information and data management improvements in a way
that is compliant with the law and in line with national standards
Providing assurance to the Council’s Senior Information Risk Officer (SIRO) and
Data Protection Officer (DPO) in relation to the Council’s arrangements for
creating, collecting, storing, safeguarding, disseminating, sharing, using and
disposing of information in accordance with its:
o stated objectives / purposes;
o legislative responsibilities
o risk appetite
Providing strategic leadership and direction on Information Governance and
Cyber work prioritisation

The Board will:





In respect of its assurance role, seek assurances that information governance
arrangements are appropriately designed and operating effectively to ensure the
safety, security, integrity and effective use of information to support the delivery
of high quality services across the whole of the Council’s activities.
To achieve this, the Board’s programme of work will be designed to ensure that,
in relation to all aspects of information governance:
o there is clear, consistent strategic direction, strong leadership and
transparent lines of accountability;
o the organisation, at all levels has a citizen centred approach, striking an
appropriate balance between openness and confidentiality in the
management and use of information;
o the handling and use of information and information systems across the
organisation is consistent, and based upon agreed standards;
o the workforce is appropriately selected, trained, supported and
responsive to requirements in relation to the effective handling and use
of information
o there is effective collaboration with partner organisations and other
stakeholders in relation to the sharing of information in a controlled
manner, to provide the best possible outcomes for its citizens
o information risk is assessed, documented and risk treatment is agreed,
actioned & montitored.
o the integrity of data and information is protected, ensuring valid,
accurate, complete and timely data and information is available to
support decision making across the organisation;
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o



there is continuous improvement in the handling, management and use
of information across the whole organisation
o the Council is meeting its legislative responsibilities as well as complying
with national Information Governance standards and Information
Commissioners Office guidance;
o all reasonable steps are taken to prevent, detect and rectify irregularities
or deficiencies in the safety, security and use of information, and in
particular that:
1. Sources of internal assurance are reliable, and have the capacity and
capability to deliver;
2. Recommendations made by internal and external reviewers are
considered and acted upon on a timely basis;
3. Lessons are learned from information security incidents and
breaches in the safe, secure and effective use of information, as
identified for example through reported incidents, complaints and
claims; and
4. Training needs are assessed and met
The Board will agree on the adoption of a set of key indicators in relation to the
quality and effectiveness of information systems against which the Council’s
performance will be regularly
assessed.
The Board will promote a culture where the management of information is
regarded as everyone’s’ business.
Chief Digital and Information Officer (Deputy SIRO) – Chair / Decision maker



Data Protection Officer – Member / Deputy Chair









Caldicott Guardian or delegate – Member
Head of Service, Legal Services – Member
Head of Internal Audit - Member
Head of Cloud and Platforms, IDS – Member
Chief Analytical Officer, IDS – Member
Chief Technology Officer, IDS – Member
Head of Digital Change, IDS – Member





Information Governance Manager – Attendee
Cyber Assurance and Compliance Manager – Attendee
Corporate Records Manager – Attendee




Deputy Head of Office of CDIO – Optional
Head of Portfolio Management Office - Optional




Composition

In order to fulfil its remit, the Information Management Board may obtain any
professional advice it requires and invite, if necessary, external experts and relevant
employee representatives to attend meetings.
Support to the
Board

The Board will be supported in its delivery by a number of specific subgroups, including
the following:

Records
Management
Group

Chaired by the Corporate Records Manager. The purpose of the group is to: ·


Ensure that Leeds City Council Records Management policies, procedures
and protocols are in place throughout the Council which helps the
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IM&G Policy
Review Group

Council deliver value from the use of information in a way that is
compliant with the relevant legislation and regulations and are in line
with national standards and best practice;

Undertakes or commissions periodic assessments and audits of all
Records Management policies, procedures, supporting documents and
arrangements, and recording the rationale for any changes to any of the
documentation.

Ensures policies, guidance, standards and supporting documentation are
presented and published in a way that informs all staff about their
responsibilities of managing information and technologies available to
them. ·

Develop a framework of protocols, procedures, guidance and tools to
enable all staff to recognise the importance of good records
management, ensure records are effectively managed throughout their
lifecycle from creation to disposal and to understand their roles and
responsibilities with respect to compliance with the council’s records
management policy; These will cover the following areas: - naming
conventions - governance - roles and responsibilities - training and
awareness - how and where to store records - records retention - records
disposal. ·

To develop measures to be put in place to mitigate risks to information.
Chaired by the Head of Information Governance and Cyber. The purpose of this
Group is: ·


Data Practitioners
Group

Information
Security Assurance
and Compliance
(ISAaC) Board

Ensuring that an appropriate comprehensive Information Management
and Governance framework is in place throughout the Council which
helps the Council deliver value from the use of information in a way that
is compliant with the law and in line with national standards ·

Support the Information Management and Governance strategy and
policy and ensuring regular reviews
Chaired by the Head of Service, Legal Services. The purpose of this Group is: ·

looking at and responding to consultations; ·

reviewing new ICO guidance / codes of practice; ·

reviewing recent case law ·

reviewing ICO decisions
Chaired by the Head of Information Governance and Cyber. The purpose of this
Board is: ·









Frequency

To make recommendations regarding operational oversight and direction
for Leeds City Council (LCC) in all matters of Information Security and
Assurance. ·
To act as an escalation point for serious, non-emergency, security
matters where improvements have been identified. ·
To monitor the degree to which LCC complies with its own security
policies, current national standards for compliance and best practice
using statistics and descriptive narrative generated by Operational
Services’ Service Centre (to guide current and future development work).
·
To agree key messages related to Information Security that need to be
disseminated and/or escalation through the organisation, or any part
thereof. ·
To manage the implementation of the information security priorities,
aligned to the council’s vision and city’s strategic outcomes. ·
To manage and assign activities to the Cyber Team to ensure compliance
to industry standards listed in the Objective section. ·
To review and determine policy and process related to Information
Security and Assurance.

The Board will meet every two months.

Extra-ordinary meetings of the Board can be arranged at the request of the Chair.
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Authority

The following delegations, 21st July 2021, are directly relevant to the Information
Management Board:





Where the SIRO is not available, to undertake the role of Senior Information Risk
Owner – Chief Digital and Information Officer has delegated decision making
powers
To approve Information Governance Policy – Chief Digital and Information
Officer has delegated decision making powers
Delegated decision making under the Council’s Constitution rests with
individuals and not the Board

Data Protection Officer (DPO)
Article 38 of the UK GDPR provides that the controller and the processor shall ensure
that the DPO is ‘involved, properly and in a timely manner, in all issues which relate to
the protection of personal data’. Article 39(1) (b) entrusts DPOs with the duty to monitor
compliance with the ‘regulation, other domestic law relating to data protection and with
the polices of the controller or processor in relation to the protection of personal data’.
Recital 97 further specifies that DPO ‘should assist the controller or the processor to
monitor internal compliance with this Regulation’.

As a member of Information Management Board the DPO will monitor compliance to
data protection legislation, and in particular the following actions:




Collect information to identify processing activities
Analyse and check the compliance of processing activities
Inform, advise and issue recommendations to the controller or processor

Caldicott Guardian
The Caldicott Guardian works as part of a broader Information Governance function
within the Council and acts as a conscience in matters of information confidentiality and
sharing for social care and health information; more specifically:





Conduct of
Meetings



To act as a champion for data confidentiality as part of the Information
Management Board
To ensure that confidentiality issues are appropriately reflected in Information
related Council Strategies, policies and working procedures for employees
To oversee all arrangements, protocols, procedures and adherences to the
Caldicott Principles where confidential social care and health information may be
shared with external bodies including disclosures to other public sector agencies
and other outside interests.
An agenda will be prepared by the CDIO and/ or Head of Information Governance
and Cyber. All agenda and supporting papers will normally be sent out a
minimum of five days prior to the meeting (except for extra-ordinary meetings).
The minutes of the meeting will be approved by the Head of Information
Governance and Cyber as an accurate record.
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A quorum of at least 4 Members of the Board including either the Chair or the
Deputy Chair of the Board needs to be in attendance for a meeting to go ahead.
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Agenda Item 11
Report author: Louise
Whitworth & Shona McFarlane
Tel: 01133783978

Annual Information Governance Report, including
the Annual Report of the Caldicott Guardian
Date: 4th February 2022
Report of: Director of Resources and the Director of Adults and Health
Report to: Corporate Governance and Audit Committee
Will the decision be open for call in?

☐ Yes ☒ No

Does the report contain confidential or exempt
information?

☐ Yes ☒ No

What is this report about?
Including how it contributes to the city’s and council’s ambitions





This annual report presents assurances to the Corporate Governance & Audit
Committee on the effectiveness of the council’s information management and
governance arrangements: that they are up to date; fit for purpose; effectively
communicated and routinely complied with.
The Caldicott Guardian give assurance to Committee of the arrangements in
place with regards to the confidentiality of patient and service-user data.
Specific KPI’S forming part of the measures of performance against the Best
Council plan are:
o Percentage of information requests received responded to within
statutory timescales (Freedom of Information, Subject Access
Requests and Environmental Information Regulations)

Recommendations
a)

Corporate Governance and Audit Committee is requested to consider this
report and the assurances provided within it and the attached appendix 1,
accepting that the information governance arrangements are fit for purpose,
up to date, are routinely complied with, have been effectively communicated
and are monitored.

Why is the proposal being put forward?
1. To provide Corporate Governance and Audit Committee with an annual report on
the arrangements in place within Leeds City Council with regards to information
governance in order to provide assurance for the annual governance statement.
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2. Last year the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) introduced the
Accountability Framework. This is divided into 10 categories to aid demonstration
of compliance with relevant legislation (including, but not limited to the Data
Protection Act 2018, UK General Data Protection Regulation, Freedom of
Information Act 2000), government standards, codes of conduct and best
practice.
3. This report includes assurances aligned as required by the ICO’s Accountability
Framework and this Committee’s Terms of Reference.
4. Key Issues
a) Improvements have been made, compared to last year, on responding to
Freedom of Information (FOI) / Environmental Information Regulation (EIR)
and Individuals Rights(IR) requests within the statutory time limits.
b) The service has had a change of structure and working practices and has
been renamed the Information Governance and Cyber service (IG&C).
c) The mandatory Level 1 Information Governance eLearning development and
roll out cycle is currently underway, with a provisional launch date to staff midSeptember 2022.
d) IG&C are leading on a project to review and update the current Data
protection impact assessment template and process
e) PSN certification was awarded in October 2021.
f) In August 2021, the National Data Guardian issued guidance on the
appointment of Caldicott Guardians, their role and responsibilities in respect
of data processing activities undertaken within their organisations. Further
details can be found in the Appendix.
What impact will this proposal have?
Wards affected:
Have ward members been consulted?

☐ Yes

☒ No

5. The council processes a considerable amount of citizen data and has a duty to
process this data in accordance with legislation, government standards and good
practice. Effective corporate information governance arrangements should help
prevent any risks arising or mitigate their impact on citizens should they occur.
What consultation and engagement has taken place?
6. Consultation on the development of strategies, policies, procedures and
standards are extensively undertaken across a broad range of stakeholders
including information management professionals, representatives from all
Directorates via business partner colleagues, elected members and Information
Management Board members.
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What are the resource implications?
7. The systems and processes in place and described within this assurance report
have been established to manage the allocation of resources and to manage
resource conflicts.
What are the legal implications?
8. Delegated authority for Information Management and Governance sits with the
Director of Resources and Senior Information Risk Owner and has been subdelegated to the Chief Digital and Information Officer under the heading
“Knowledge and information management” in the Director of Resources SubDelegation Scheme.
9. Delegated authority for the Caldicott function sits with the Director of Adults and
Health and has been sub-delegated to i) the Deputy Director, Social Work and
Social Services, ii) the Director of Public Health and, iii) to the Director of
Children’s Services with a further sub-delegation to the Chief Officer,
Partnerships and Health. These delegations can be found in the Director of
Adults and Health sub-delegation scheme under the heading ‘Local Authority
Circular 2002(2) Implementing the Caldicott Standard into Social Care’.
10. There are no restrictions on access to information contained in this report
What are the key risks and how are they being managed?
11. Non-compliance with PSN standards could leave the Council vulnerable to the
following risks:
 The Head of the PSN could inform the Department of Works and Pensions
of our non-compliance. Continued non-compliance could culminate in
denial of access to Revenues and Benefits data.
 The Head of PSN could inform the ICO, which could culminate in the
revisiting of the audit conducted by the ICO in 2013 to ensure compliance
against the Data Protection Act / GDPR.
 The Head of PSN could inform the Deputy National Security advisor to the
Prime Minister, who would in turn conduct an assessment based on the
national risk profile.
 The Head of PSN could instigate an external audit of all our security
systems by the National Cyber Security Centre. The Council could end up
under partial commissioner control.
 Ultimately, the Head of PSN could instigate a complete ‘switch off’ from
PSN services
12. PSN certification is relied upon as an assurance mechanism to support
information sharing, where many of the requirements request that the council
present a certificate prior to sharing, or evidence alternative, more time
consuming, compliance work to be completed.
13. Without a PSN certificate, there is significant risk to the council’s National
reputation as a Digital Innovator.
14. The risk associated with not implementing UK GDPR / DPA18 compliant
information governance policies, procedures and practice across the council
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leaves the organisation more susceptible to breaches of legislative, regulatory
and contractual obligations, affecting the confidence of its citizens, partners,
contractors and third parties when handling and storing information.
15. Non-compliance with the Caldicott function could leave the Council vulnerable to
the following risks:
 compromises to the security of confidential patient identifiable data.
 damage to the Council’s reputation and the trust which individuals place in
the Council to safeguard their data.
 infringements of data protection legislation / law on confidentiality and
subsequent complaints / claims from individuals affected.
 non-compliance with the Data Security and Protection toolkit which would
restrict the sharing of patient data with the NHS.
 enforcement action from the Information Commissioner’s Office.
16. Further work is being undertaken in conjunction with the Intelligence and Policy
Manager to embed the recording and reporting of information risk. The
Information Asset Register project is ongoing and will generate information
required and an automated dashboard will be produced to report risk
assessments to the SIRO. This will provide the assurance required by the SIRO
from the business and will allow risk mitigations to be prioritised.
17. There are two corporate risks associated with Information Governance;
 LCC 26 - Information Management and Governance
 LCC 31 - Major Cyber Incident
A number of associated Directorate level risks are also managed. These are
articulated in full in the Meaningfully Monitor section of the Appendix.
18. RES 33 is a new directorate risk created in 2021/22 in respect of the risk of the
council’s failure to meet legal statutory timeframes for responding to information
rights requests.

Does this proposal support the council’s three Key Pillars?
☒ Inclusive Growth
Emergency

☒ Health and Wellbeing

☒ Climate

19. Appropriate collection, storage, use, security and sharing of information supports
each of the council’s three Key Pillars. Each pillar requires information and
therefore poor information governance practice could impact on their
achievement. The information governance arrangements aim to ensure that all
council information is managed appropriate and lawfully.

Options, timescales and measuring success
What other options were considered?
20. N/A
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How will success be measured?
21. N/A
What is the timetable for implementation?
22. N/A
Appendices
23. Appendix 1: Corporate Information Governance Arrangements
Background papers
24. None
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APPENDIX 1 – Corporate Information Governance Arrangements

1.Information Management and Governance Policies and Procedures
Policy
Information Compliance
Policy
 Data Protection Policy
Statement
 Freedom of Information and
Environmental Information
Regulations Policy
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Protocol
 Filming and
Photography Protocol

Procedures
 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Toolkit
 Toolkit for managers of leavers and movers
 International Transfers – Practitioners Guide
 Looking after information Toolkit
 Information Requests Toolkit

Interim Measures for Covid-19

 Acceptable Use
Protocol
 Password Protocol
 Information Security
Incident Protocol

 Encrypted memory sticks Toolkit
 ICT Equipment Disposal Procedure
 Procedure for the Secure Storage of Filing Cabinet
Keys (Children’s and Adult Social Care only)
 Procedure for Taking Personal Data and Special
Category Data Off LCC Premises (Children’s and Adult
Social Care only)
 IMG Training Strategy

 Information Security – Covid 19
Working from Home
 Information Security – Covid 19
Staff Guidance for Handling
Customer Enquires when
Working from Home
 Information Security – Covid 19
WhatsApp Guidance
 Information Security – Covid 19
Printing Guidance

Data Quality Policy

Information Assurance Policy
 Remote Working Policy
 ICT Equipment Disposal
Policy






Information Sharing Policy

Records Management Policy
 ICT Back-up Retention
Policy

Office Move Protocol

Sharing information Toolkit
High Security File Transfer Procedure
Sharing Information for research Projects Procedure
Peer Checking for Post Procedure

 When and how to dispose of information Toolkit
 Using the records management facility Toolkit
 Track and Trace Procedure for Hard Copy Files

Policy

Protocol

Procedures
 Creation, storage, and disposal of information Toolkit

Interim Measures for Covid-19

2.Roles and Responsibilities
2.1 Decision making
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Place from where
Function Delegated
function derived
Director of Resources

Officer to whom delegated

Terms and Conditions

HMG Security
Policy
Framework Version
1.1 – May 2018

Undertake role of Senior
Information Risk Owner
(SIRO)

Chief Digital and Information Officer

Where the SIRO is not available: have ultimate responsibility for
the acceptance, or otherwise, of information risks for the council;
responsible for approving, and ensuring implementation of, all
policies and procedures relating to the Information Governance
Framework

HMG Security
Policy
Framework Version
1.1 – May 2018

To approve Information
Governance (IG) policy
exemptions

Chief Digital and Information Officer

Level 3 exemptions where it is anticipated there will be a high
business impact.
In consultation with Information Management Board
Level 1 and 2 exemptions where it is anticipated there will be a
low or medium business impact.
In consultation with key stakeholders

HMG Security
Policy
Framework Version
1.1 – May 2018

To investigate information
security breaches

Chief Digital and Information Officer

In liaison with HR and other key stakeholders

HMG Security
Policy
Framework Version
1.1 – May 2018

Approve Information Sharing
Agreements, Data Processing
Agreements, Non-disclosure
agreements when sharing
information with third parties

Information Asset Owners

For the information assets for which they have been identified as
the responsible officer.

Information Governance Officers in
relation to matters within their remit

Where the relevant IAO is not available

Deputy Director Social Work and
Social Care Services
Director of Public Health

For matters relating to Adult Social Services

Director of Adults and Health
Local Authority
Circular(2002)2
Implementing the
Caldicott
Standard into
Social Care

To act as Caldicott Guardian
for Adult Social Care
To act as Caldicott Guardian
for Public Health
To act as Caldicott Guardian
for Children’s Services

Director of Children’s Services

For matters relating to Public Health and to sub-delegate as
necessary
For matters relating to Children’s Services and to sub-delegate
as necessary

Place from where
Function Delegated
function derived
Data Protection Officer

Officer to whom delegated

Terms and Conditions

DPA (Data
Protection Act)
2018 and UK
GDPR (UK General
Data Protection
Regulation)

N/A

The Council’s Head of Information Governance and Cyber is the
Council’s Data Protection Officer (DPO). The DPA 2018 and UK
GDPR requires the council, as a public authority, to designate a
Data Protection Officer.
The main tasks of the DPO are: to inform and advise the council
of its obligations under UK GDPR when processing personal
data; to monitor compliance with the UK GDPR; to provide
advice where requested, particularly, with regards to data
protection impact assessments and other high risk processing
activities; and to act as the contact point with the supervisory
authority (the Information Commissioners Office (ICO)).

N/A

2.2 Leadership and Oversight
Democratic Oversight
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Executive Member for Resources

Oversight of executive decision making with regards to IM&G

Corporate Governance and Audit
Committee

Annual Information Governance Reporting, including the Annual Report of the Caldicott Guardian
Ad hoc reporting on request of the Committee, for example:
 PSN Compliance
 International Transfers and Data Adequacy
 Access Project

Strategy and Resources Scrutiny

Ad hoc reporting on request of the Committee, for example:
 Performance with regards to Freedom of Information Requests

Management Oversight
Information Management Board
(IMB)
(The IMB has 3 sub-groups
articulated below)

Chaired by the Deputy SIRO. The purpose of this Board is:
 Providing leadership, oversight and an approval mechanism for Information Governance and Cyber strategy and policy,
ensuring regular reviews through the appropriate subgroups
 Ensuring that an appropriate comprehensive Information Governance and Cyber framework and systems are in place
throughout the Council.
 Monitoring a cycle of information and data management improvements in a way that is compliant with the law and in line
with national standards
 Providing assurance to the Council’s Senior Information Risk Officer (SIRO) and Data Protection Officer (DPO) in relation to
the Council’s arrangements for creating, collecting, storing, safeguarding, disseminating, sharing, using and disposing of
information in accordance with its:
o stated objectives / purposes.

IM&G Policy Review Working
Group

o legislative responsibilities
o risk appetite
 Providing strategic leadership and direction on Information Governance and Cyber work prioritisation
Chaired by the Head of Information Governance and Cyber. The purpose of this Group is:
 Ensuring that an appropriate comprehensive Information Governance and Cyber framework is in place throughout the
Council which helps the Council deliver value from the use of information in a way that is compliant with the law and in line
with national standards
 Support the Information Governance and Cyber strategy and policy and ensuring regular reviews
Chaired by the Head of Information Management and Governance. The purpose of this Board is:
 To make recommendations regarding operational oversight and direction for Leeds City Council (LCC) in all matters of
Information Security and Assurance.
 To act as an escalation point for serious, non-emergency, security matters where improvements have been identified.
 To monitor the degree to which LCC complies with its own security policies, current national standards for compliance and
best practice using statistics and descriptive narrative generated by Operational Services’ Service Centre (to guide current
and future development work).
 To agree key messages related to Information Security that need to be disseminated and/or escalation through the
organisation, or any part thereof.
 To manage the implementation of the information security priorities, aligned to the council’s vision and city’s strategic
outcomes.
 To manage and assign activities to the Cyber Team to ensure compliance to industry standards listed in the Objective
section.
 To review and determine policy and process related to Information Security and Assurance.

Data Practitioners Group

Chaired by the Head of Service, Legal Services. The purpose of this Group is:
 looking at and responding to consultations;
 reviewing new ICO guidance / codes of practice;
 reviewing recent case law
 reviewing ICO decisions
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Information Security Assurance
and Compliance (ISAaC) Board

3. Communication
Format
Leadership

Outline
The SIRO is corporately responsible for Information Risk. The SIRO communicates to all employees on high-risk matters and on compliance matters such
as training.
The DPO is corporately responsible for informing and advising the Council of its obligations under UK Data Protection legislation when processing
personal data; to monitor compliance with the GDPR; to provide advice where requested, particularly, with regards to data protection impact assessments
and other high risk processing activities; and to act as the contact point with the supervisory authority (the Information Commissioners Office (ICO)). The
DPO meets with the SIRO on a monthly basis. The DPO communicates to all staff via the Managing Information Toolkit on InSIte
At a more local level in Information Governance and Cyber, communication takes place in weekly Management Team Meetings and the DPO Forum and
information is cascaded to all members of staff, as appropriate in a weekly messages meeting.
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Training

There is an Information Governance Training Strategy. The was last reviewed and approved by IMB in February 2020, with a light touch review undertaken
in April 2021. The strategy documents the training requirements of all those who work for or on behalf of LCC including those on temporary contracts,
secondments, volunteers, elected members, students and any staff working on an individual contractor basis and/or who are employees for an
organisation contracted to provide services to LCC. The strategy is applicable to all areas of the organisation and adherence should be included in all
contracts for outsourced or shared services. There are no exclusions.
There are four levels of training which are described below:
Level 1.
All LCC staff are mandated to undertake this basic training in Information Governance. Training is available through two channels;
 an e-learning package for PC users,
 a brochure or leaflet for other staff.
The Level 1 training is generic and covers IG related legislation, local policies and information security generally.
Level 2.
This is targeted at staff who have access to special category information as part of their everyday duties. It consists of a number of packages each tailored
to the issues specific to a policy/service area. These packages;
 build on the Level 1 training,
 are classroom based, ‘face to face’ and interactive (these have been conducted remotely during the pandemic).
They provide staff with a high level of understanding about appropriate data handling and their own responsibilities when handling council information.
Level 3.
Bespoke training packages are developed and delivered to implement specific information governance programmes of work such as;
 the responsibilities of Information Asset Owners

Format

Outline




Cyber – Exercise in a Box & Hacking and Cracking training
Records Management
Data Protection

Such packages may be supplemented by briefings, discussion groups and newsletters. Subject Matter Experts may be bought in, or staff may attend
external training courses or events.
Level 4.
The following positions within the Council have the ‘expert’ level training necessary to provide the roles. This training is commissioned for the individuals as
and when required and is usually provided by an external training provider:
 SIRO - To assist staff whose roles involve responsibility for the confidentiality, security and availability of information assets, in understanding and
fulfilling their duties.
 Caldicott Guardian - To fully understand the role and function of the Caldicott Guardian.
 Data Protection Officer - In depth understanding of the General Data Protection Regulation and Data Protection Act (and associated legislation)
and information security
 Cyber Assurance and Compliance Manager - In depth understanding of the General Data Protection Regulation and Data Protection Act (and
associated legislation) and information security


IDS Security Lead – In depth understanding of all technical information security and assurance.
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Due to the Covid-19 pandemic all training will be delivered either online or virtually, until such time as it is determined safe to resume face to face /
classroom-based training. All staff will have on-going refresher training, the level and frequency of which will be decided on an individual/service area/need
basis. Level 1 refresher training is mandatory and will be undertaken at least every two years.
Guidance

The Managing Information Toolkit on InSite provides access to guidance, procedures and instruction for all employees covering the following areas:
 Creation, storage and disposal of information
 GDPR
 Information about staff
 Information security incidents
 Looking after information
 What to do if you receive a request for information
 Sharing information
 Using the Records Management Facility
 When and how to dispose of information

Newsletter

Since April 2021, a monthly Cyber newsletter has been produced called the ‘Cyber Sentinel’. The aim of the newsletter is to increase awareness around
Cyber and why it is so important. The Cyber Sentinel highlights the work the team are doing to improve our security position, demonstrate why what we do
is already excellent, and the protection it provides against cyber-attacks around the clock. The Cyber Sentinel contains regular topics every month focusing
on what is going on in Cyber around the world, our own experiences in Leeds, and looks to make technical jargon more understandable.
The Cyber Sentinel was first circulated to the council’s CLT, but since due to demand circulation has widened to Best Council Leadership Team and
beyond.

4. Statutory and non-statutory information requests
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4.1

Data protection law gives individuals greater control over their personal data through several rights. Individuals are informed of their rights through
the Leeds City Council Privacy notice, available on the internet. All staff are made aware of these rights through the information governance elearning level 1 and information governance policies and procedures.

4.2

The IG&C service respond to all information requests, which include those made under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (the FOIA) and the
Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (the EIRs), the UK General Data Protection Regulation (the UK GDPR) and the Data Protection Act
2018 (the DPA), as well as requests from the police, the courts, partner agencies and other government bodies and regulators.

4.3

Improvements have been made, compared to last year, on responding to Freedom of Information (FOI) / Environmental Information Regulation (EIR)
and Individuals Rights(IR) requests within the statutory time limits. This has in part been due to the change of structure and working practices of the
newly named and formed Information Governance and Cyber service (IG&C).

4.4

A new operational structure was implemented in IG&C in Q2 2021/22 which supports the move towards a more agile way of working with a new
operational management layer responsible for managing and prioritising all IG&C work. This new management layer is also leading on a rolling
program of change, which is currently underway, to review all operational processes relating to this area of work and to create standard operating
procedures which will drive efficiencies in terms of the time taken to deal with information rights requests.

4.5

The previous external review of the service and internal examination of the requests team function, both undertaken in 2020/21 and reported to
Committee in last year’s Annual Report, highlighted a number of recommendations for change in order to increase delivery capacity, improve working
practices and compliance with statutory requirements. In Q2 2021/22 the dedicated Requests Team was disbanded as part of the new operational
structure with clearly defined roles and responsibilities of all IG&C staff. This new operational model supports the development of a multi-disciplinary
workforce, intended to increase capacity to deal with information rights requests in a more efficient manner, without the need to increase overall
staffing numbers.

4.6

The outcome of this program of change is intended to inform other recommendations to greater ownership with information asset owners for
processing and responding to information requests.

4.7

By the end of the financial year 2021/22, the IG&C are intending to submit a report to Corporate Leadership Team outlining the council’s
recommended approach to further improving performance in handling statutory information requests.

4.8

The table below sets out the number of statutory requests received and handled by the council from 2018/19 to 2021/22(year to date).

2018/19 FULL YEAR

2019/20 FULL YEAR

2020/21 FULL YEAR

2021/22 YTD

No of
requests

%
complianc
e to
statutory
timescale

No of
requests

%
No of
complianc requests
e to
statutory
timescale

%
No of
compliance requests up
to statutory to quarter 3
timescale

%
compliance
to statutory
timescale

IRR (including
SARs)

855

90

949

83

715

60.8

548

68.5

FOI & EIR
requests

2455

93.5

2535

91

2158

84

1438

80.4
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The Early Leavers’ Initiative in 2019/20, had a significant impact on services’ ability to respond to requests. Large numbers of key contacts
across the authority left through ELI and this left substantial gaps within services, both in terms of knowledge and capacity to respond to
requests. Then Covid in 2020/21, placed increased pressure on front line services, especially services with high volumes of requests to
work within statutory timeframes against a backdrop of reduced resources. In many services the coordination of these requests has over
time become more and more de-centralised which makes it increasingly difficult to effectively manage these requests. Discussions are
under way with services to address this as a priority and to streamline and standardise processes to bring about much needed efficiencies.
4.9 Summary of Requests Received
Individual Rights Requests

The council has received 548 Individual Rights Requests (IRRs) in the first 3 quarters of the financial year 2021/22 and the majority
of these, approximately 98%, are subject access requests (SARs).
The council had seen a 15% increase in the number of IRRs received in the 2021/22 financial year to date compared to the same
period last year. It should be noted that the number of requests received decreased at the start of the Covid-19 pandemic for the
2020/21 financial year but has since risen steadily. In the current financial year to date, the council has on average 55-60 open
IRRs which is comparable with the same period last year.
37% of IRRs are for access to children’s social care records by an individual who was in care or from the parents whose family
have social care involvement. Due to the sensitive nature of these records the requests are highly complex and frequently run into
thousands of pages. Every page has to be read and decisions made in respect of applying any necessary redactions as provided
for in the UK GDPR/DPA, with some extremely difficult information to be reviewed in respect of child protection matters.

Freedom of Information/
Environmental Information
Regulations requests

The council has received 1438 Freedom of Information (FOI) and Environmental Information Regulations (EIR) requests in the first
3 quarters of the 2021/22 financial year, this is comparable to the same period in the last financial year.
At any one time the council has on average of 100-110 FOI/EIR requests open compared to an average of 170 this time last year.
Also at the end of Quarter 3 (2021/22) the performance was at 80.5% against a KPI of 90%. There has been an improvement in

performance in Quarter 3 which can be attributed to the new ways of working introduced within the IG&C service which are starting
to show positive results.
Police, Court & CCTV Requests

The council receives on average 100 requests per month from the police, other local authorities, HMRC and the Home Office for
access to information, primarily to assist in the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences. The number
of requests has been consistent over the last 3 years with no indicators to show that these requests will reduce. The requests vary
in their complexity from a quick address check, to arranging access to social care records, which involves access to paper and
electronic files in the office. The time taken to process police requests is significant, and the team at Westland Road are supporting
viewings which reduces the need to move paper archived records around the city, saving on transport costs, contributing to the
reduction of climate and biodiversity impacts and also reducing the IG risks of moving sensitive records.

4.10 ICO & Internal review cases
If a requester is unhappy with the initial response to, or handling of their request, they can ask for an internal review which is dealt with as a stage 2
complaint under the council’s complaints policy. The council has on average between 10 and 15 appeals open at any one time. To date this financial
year the council has received 55 internal review requests for IRRs/FOIs/EIRs. We have also received 5 other data protection complaints, excluding
those which relate to a request, which follow the council’s normal two stage process. This represents an 8% decrease compared to the same period
last year. The time taken to respond to internal reviews / complaints is significant due to their complex nature. As such, these complaints are
handled by Principal Information Governance Officers within the service.
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4.11 Requesters are also able to complain to the Information Commissioner’s Office if they have concerns about the way the council has responded to
their request or complaint. In this financial year to date, 12 requesters/complainants have submitted complaints against the council to the ICO, the
same number as received in the same period last year. As with appeals, a substantial amount of capacity is required to respond to ICO complaints
as these tend by their very nature to be complex and often span a considerable timeframe of involvement with the council.
4.12 Of the 12 cases submitted to the ICO, 4 are still pending and awaiting allocation to an ICO case officer. Of the other 8, 3 were closed as

local resolution, 2 were partly upheld and 3 were upheld. Local resolution is where the ICO asks the council to review the request and to
contact the requestor to resolve their concerns. In regard to the 3 cases that were upheld, 2 were issued with decision notices. 2 of the
upheld cases were in relation to the council's failure to comply with statutory timeframes, and in the third case the ICO instructed the
council to disclose some data which it had previously withheld.
Local resolution
Partly upheld
Upheld - decision notice issued
Upheld – No decision notice issued
Waiting on ICO to appoint case
officer

5. Records of Processing Activities

3
2
2
1
4

5.1

It is a legal requirement that the processing activities of the Council are documented. The Council does this through its Information Asset Register
and Record of Processing Activities.

5.2

Within the information asset register the following requirements are included:
Information Asset Owner (directorate and service)
Name and purpose of asset.
Categories of personal data/special category data.
Format it is in, where it is stored, access permissions and volume.
Retention details.
If it is shared, internationally transferred or hosted.
How critical it is and its risk rating.









As of December 2020, over 1,500 assets had been identified council wide. 30 Information Asset Owners had received reports/presentations regarding
the status of their assets. It is acknowledged that there is further work to be done on providing the remaining Information Asset Owners with their
reports, risk assessing all assets and amending data within the register regarding service names and Information Asset Owners, following staff
leaving the organisation and service redesigns. Work on the project slowed down over 2021, owing to the pandemic, home working and staff
shortages.

5.4

It is envisaged the above tasks will be completed by the end of 2022/23 Q1. Following this phase of the Information Asset Register implementation,
work will commence on updating the register following the move of data to cloud facilities, producing a dashboard for reporting to the SIRO and
linking the assets with the ROPA forms, to provide a holistic picture of data assets and their associated processing activities. The annual review of the
Information Asset Register by Information Asset Owners will then commence in 2023.
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5.3

6. Data Protection by Design and Default
6.1

Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIAs)
IG&C are leading on a project to review and update the current Data protection impact assessment template and process. The review will encompass
all current DPIA templates used by other areas of the business e.g. CCTV DPIAs, ICT Applications DPIAs. The review will also include the digitisation
of the form and merging all templates into one smart form.

6.2

Internal Audit have recently carried out an audit of the DPIA process in order to provide assurance that there are appropriate controls in place to
ensure that Data Protection Impact Assessments are completed where required. This project will encompass Internal Audit’s findings and
recommendations.

7. Records Management
7.1

Paper Rationalisation Programme/Asset Rationalisation
Following the pandemic there has been a large amount of work to rationalisation the estate of the organisation. St George House was successfully
vacated by the asset management deadline and handed over to the new owners.

7.2

To give an example of the volume of work required to empty council buildings of paper records, St George House had 134 boxes to be moved to new
workplace or archived. 30 boxes of files (307 files) to be transferred to Westland Road Records Management Facility. 17 boxes moved to storage
prior to being scanned. 69 files destroyed; these were all staff files.

7.3

IG&C will continue to work with Asset Management to support services with office moves and closures over the next year. Facilities management
have moved teams/services into Team Zones within Merrion House and Civic Hall and IG&C will conduct an audit to ensure any paper records have
been accounted for within these moves, given the services were working from home during this activity.

7.4

IG&C work in partnership with the Corporate Records Management Facility to ensure the secure and appropriate management of our archived
records. This has included the implementation of a new SharePoint system to support the management of the records, for both archive inputting and
searching and requesting records. We are working with the facility to ensure destructions of paper records beyond their retention are carried out to
meet our statutory obligations of not holding data for longer than is necessary and also to free space up at the facility. We are also supporting the
facility in coming out of a third-party record storage contract and look to move records in house if possible.

7.5

The council have a scanning framework with Restore Digital to provide scanning contracts where needed across the organisation. This will be married
up to the businesses Digital Road Maps to forecast where scanning of records may be needed. Any paper rationalisation work will also look to see
where there are digitisation opportunities which may require scanning of records.

7.6

Microsoft 365 and Retention
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The Council’s Retention Schedule and functions have been mapped against the Local Government Classification Scheme (LGCS) to ensure
standardisation with other government bodies and councils. IG&C have been working with the M365/Community Cloud project to use these
classifications as labels on the data within Teams Collaboration sites and SharePoint Online sites to add retention policies to automate deletion of
records in the M365 environment. Currently the capability of the information management functionality within M365 is being investigated and tested.
Once data has been migrated into M365, further work will be done on the data which is ‘left over’ in the network drives, to delete, archive or transfer
for permanent preservation to the West Yorkshire Archive Service
8. Cyber Assurance

8.1 In August 2020, the Integrated Digital Service (IDS) formed a Cyber Team as part of a pilot, with the remit of working to resolve
vulnerabilities on the estate that are understood to be ‘Business as Usual’ work; work outside funded projects for example, desktop and
server patching.
8.2 The Cyber Team has made significant progress, embracing a new way of working for Operational Services. A number of systemic issues
have been unravelled, addressing at source, an issue that was preventing 1500 laptops from patching. The focus this team provides is
enabling speedier resolution of configuration errors. Vulnerabilities are addressed in a prioritised approach in order to reach compliance
across the majority of the estate prior to PSN submission, as per Cabinet Office instruction.
8.3 This Cyber Team consists of technical and coordination resources that work specifically on the resolution and mitigation of vulnerabilities
that are discovered by both the annual IT Health Check and the vulnerability management system.
8.4 The Cyber Team meets twice a week. Setting and monitoring of tasks is governed by the Information Security, Assurance and
Compliance Board (ISAaC). The Cyber Team works on an 8-weekly cycle. Each tranche of work is approved by IDS SLT along with the
resources required.

8.5 Information Management Board is the escalation route for ISAaC.
8.6 PSN certification was awarded in October 2021.
8.7 The council have completed compliance statements for Cyber Essentials Plus. Cyber Essentials Plus is a UK Government-backed,
industry-supported certification scheme introduced in the UK to help organisations demonstrate operational security against common
cyber-attacks. These have been signed off by the CDIO (Chief Digital information Officer) and the SIRO (Senior information Risk Officer)
and the council’s assessment is scheduled for February 2022.
9. Caldicott Guardian
9.1 In August 2021, the National Data Guardian issued guidance on the appointment of Caldicott Guardians, their role and responsibilities in
respect of data processing activities undertaken within their organisations. As it is published, under the National Data Guardian’s power
to issue guidance described within the Health and Social Care (National Data Guardian) Act 2018, those organisations that it applies to,
need to give it due regard. The guidance underlines that the relationship between with the Caldicott Guardians and other information
governance professionals within an organisation and with decision makers is very important. Further details about these roles and
responsibilities can be found in the Appendix – Internal Controls of IG&C.
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9.2 The council’s Caldicott Guardian and delegates receive a quarterly performance report from the IG&C service, covering all aspects of
information governance, including directorate projects, information security incidents and information rights requests.

10. Cyber Assurance

10.1 IT Health Check
The IT Health Check is a requirement of PSN compliance. It serves as an external audit of a point in time representation of the security
posture the Council’s technical estate. From this assessment conclusions can be drawn based on the objective evidence presented
around potential gaps in security controls. The majority of vulnerabilities are given a score based on an international standard (CVSS); all
critical and high vulnerabilities (CVSS 7-10) must be resolved or mitigated against prior to successful PSN submission.
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10.2 The last IT Health Check took place in January 2021. The full report cannot be shared publicly as it documents all vulnerabilities on the
estate. The risk score as at 8th February 2021 (following the IT Health Check) had reduced significantly from the previous year.
10.3 The next IT Health Check commences on 21st January 2022 and concludes 21st February 2022. This Committee will be updated when
new findings are published.
10.4 Current focus remains on reducing risk from the estate by addressing the findings from vulnerability scanning. Activities are tracked and
monitored via the governance articulated in the Effectively Embed section of this report.
10.5 As part of the Council's audit for ITHC and the PSN, additional checks are being introduced in order to provide assurance to the standard 'Cyber
Essentials Plus'.
11. Corporate and Directorate Level Risks
Probability
Impact
Risk Score Controls
LCC 31 - Major Cyber Incident:
Risk to Citizens, Council and City as a result of digital crime, process failure or people’s actions
4 - Probable 4 - Major
Very High
There are a wide range of controls that can affect the efficacy of Cyber resilience. Those include People, Process and
technological controls. A summary of the key controls can be found below.
- Configuration of devices
- Training of staff.
- Governance meetings with IM&T leads
- Strong technical employees
- Vast potential in software portfolio for improvement with resource investment alone
- Strong planning culture

Probability

Impact

Risk Score

Controls
- Existing Process and policy
The Information assurance compliance standards have detailed and numerous controls, to which LCC are required to
meet. Those include:
PCI-DSS
PSN CoCo
Cyber Essentials Plus
Data Security and Protection Toolkit for Health
HMG SPF and related documentation.
Partner / Contractor:
- Contract clauses
- Memorandums of understanding
- Data sharing agreements
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- Cyber Team, focussing on vulnerabilities.
LCC 26 - Information Management and Governance:
Risk of harm to individuals, partners, organisations, third parties and the council as a result of non-compliance with Information Governance legislation and
industry standards.
3 - Possible
3High
The City Council's controls aimed at mitigating the Information Management Risk are evidenced in:
Moderate
(a) the Information Governance Framework;
(b) the policies made under it (for example, the Information Security Policy);
(c) other rules and Codes of Conduct;
(d) Information Technology systems which contain or provide access to Council information;
(e) physical asset protection measures;
(f) other, system or risk specific, controls.
(g) staff training on induction and every 2 years.
AH 12 - Information Management and Governance:
Risk of harm to individuals, partners, organisations, third parties and the council as a result of non-compliance with IG legislation and industry standards.
3 - Possible
3High
Mandatory IG training for all LCC staff
Moderate
- IG toolkit (CareCert)
- IM&G Service - appropriately trained and skilled
- IG Policies and procedures
- Peer checking
- Compliance with the Legal framework
- Steering Group
- Caldicott guardian
- Audit reviews (Internal and External e.g., CQC file review)
- Information Asset Owners and Information Asset register
- Inbuilt system controls e.g., access and security
- Contractual obligations, terms and conditions around IG with 3rd parties
- Physical security/buildings and assets etc.
- CIS Shielding policy
- HR checks and procedures

Probability

Impact

Risk Score
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Controls
- Employee obligations e.g., contractual, Code of Conduct
CF 11 – Information Management and Governance:
Risk of harm to individuals, partners, organisations, third parties and to the council as a result of non-compliance with IG legislation and industry standards.
3 – Possible 3 –
High
- Mandatory IG training for all staff
Moderate
- IG toolkit (Carecert)
- IM&G Team - appropriately trained and skilled
- IG policies and procedures - rolled out, embedded and easily accessed within C&F directorate
- Peer checking
- Legal framework
- Steering group
- Caldicott guardian
- Audit reviews (internal and external)
- Information asset owners
- Information asset register
- Inbuilt system controls e.g., access and security
- Contractual obligations, terms and conditions around IG with 3rd parties
- Physical security controls in place to prevent unauthorised access to information and to help ensure it's securely held
e.g., staff ID badge challenge, locked doors, swipe card access, records locked away securely etc
- Mosaic Shielding policy (currently under review)
Level 2 IG training for Children’s staff – this is mandatory for access to the Leeds Care Record
- Data Security and Protection toolkit
- CareCert
RES 33 – Statutory Information Requests:
Failure to meet the legal statutory timeframes for responding to information rights requests (FOI/EIR/IRR requests)
3 – Possible 3 –
High
 Weekly directorate reports sent to all directorates of all current and late requests
Moderate
 Weekly/monthly monitoring of performance within IG&C service
 Creation/implementation of an IG&C SharePoint site to manage and monitor day to day processing of
information rights requests
 Daily route of internal escalation established within IG&C to reduce late requests
 New IG&C management tier to prioritise and manage workloads and ensure appropriate resources in place to
manage statutory information rights requests
 Rolling program of change to review all operational processes relating to this area of work and to create
standard operating procedures which will drive efficiencies in terms of the time taken to deal with information
rights requests.
 The development of a multi-disciplinary workforce, intended to increase capacity to deal with information rights
requests in a more efficient manner
 All IG&C staff appropriately trained and skilled through internal workforce development program
 Future report to Corporate Leadership Team in regard to greater ownership with information asset owners for
processing information rights requests
CD 18 - Lack of compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
Failure to implement and embed effective information management structures, policies, procedures, processes and controls to support the council's business,
regulatory and legal requirements to comply with the GDPR

Probability
2-Unlikely

Impact
3Moderate

Risk Score
Medium

Controls
The City Council's controls aimed at mitigating the Information Management Risk are evidenced in:
(a) the Information Governance Framework
(b) the policies made under it (for example, the Information Security Policy)
(c) other rules and Codes of Conduct
(d) Information Technology systems which contain or provide access to Council information
(e) physical asset protection measures
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12. Level 1 Information Governance Training
The mandatory Level 1 Information Governance e-learning is updated and launched every two years and a lessons learned report is produced at the
end of every iteration. Version 5 of the eLearning product is currently under development with an expected launch date of Mid September.

13. Survey of Internal Control
13.1 In May 2021, the council undertook a new Survey of Internal Control in order to provide first line assurance in relation to all key systems
of internal control by seeking an assessment from operational managers as to how the arrangements underpinning the Corporate
Governance Code and Framework are working on the ground. The survey included questions relating to arrangements for Information
Governance. Respondents were asked to rate the extent to which staff were aware of and working in accordance with the following:
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The Council’s arrangements for information governance
Arrangements for records management and storage in accordance with document retention schedules
Requirement to complete the information governance e-learning in accordance with corporate timescales
Requirement to hold and transmit personal, confidential and sensitive information securely
Requirement to report data breaches
Requirement to complete a Data Protection Impact Assessment at the outset of any new project or initiative, and/or joint working with
other organisations, where personal data is processed, to take into account any risks associated with the proposed project, and mitigate
risks accordingly

13.2 The charts below show responses in relation to awareness and how well officers work in accordance with controls (compliance) by
directorate.
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13.3 The results were generally positive. However, across the areas of Records Management and DPIA’s the percentage of ‘somewhat’, ‘not at all’ and
‘don’t know’ responses indicate that more needs to be done to promote these aspects of information governance. Plans to address this are given in
the Effectively Embed section of this Appendix.
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Agenda Item 12
Report author: Jessica Dolphin
Tel: 0113 3789277

Annual assurance report in relation to employment
policies and employee conduct
Date: 4th February 2022
Report of: Chief Officer Human Resources
Report to: Corporate Governance and Audit Committee
Will the decision be open for call in?

☐ Yes ☒ No

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?

☐ Yes ☒ No

What is this report about?
Including how it contributes to the city’s and council’s ambitions
This is the annual report to the committee concerning the Council’s employment policies and
employee conduct. The report provides assurance to the Committee that, employee conduct is
properly managed, policies are regularly reviewed and employee conduct forms part of normal
manager/ employee relations.
The Best Council Plan and the Best Council Ambition to be an efficient, enterprising and healthy
organisation can only be achieved through the linked ambition to be the Best Place to Work which
will be delivered by our People Strategy 2020- 2025.

Recommendations
Corporate Governance and Audit Committee is requested to receive this report and the attached
Appendix 1 as together providing key forms of assurance on the robustness of the Council’s
employment policies and employee conduct.

Why is the proposal being put forward?
1 To provide members with assurance on the Council’s employment policies and employee
conduct and give the opportunity for them to review the arrangements and ensure they are up
to date and fully complied with.
What impact will this proposal have?
Wards affected:
Have ward members been consulted?

☐ Yes
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☒ No

2 The information set out in this report and appendix provide assurance that the council’s systems
of internal control in relation to employment and employee conduct are operating soundly, and
will support the Committee in approving the 2022 Annual Governance Statement.
What consultation and engagement has taken place?
3 Employment policies are developed and reviewed by the HR team in consultation with trade
union colleagues and staff networks with additional advice where applicable being provided by
legal services. The views of and feedback from managers is also collected via focus groups.
4 Development of new/ reviews of existing policies form part of the weekly meetings with the
Deputy Leader and Executive Member for Resources.
What are the resource implications?
5 Effective management of our workforce has a positive impact on our overall salary costs. Our
policy review process includes working pro-actively with our Trade Union colleagues to ensure
that our employment policies are in line with our values and are easy to understand for
employees and managers so that our workforce is managed and supported effectively.
What are the legal implications?
6 All employment policies are legally compliant, and the human resources team receive direct
updates from ACAS that allow policies to be reviewed to ensure they keep up with legislative
changes as well as best practice advice.
What are the key risks and how are they being managed?
7 As an employer there is legal responsibility to ensure that certain employment policies are in
place and as a good employer Leeds City Council wants to achieve a culture where all
employees are clear on their responsibilities and can be their best.
8 If employment policies are not effectively implemented, then there is a risk of employees taking
legal action against the Council through Employment Tribunal claims. ACAS early conciliation
and employment tribunal cases are monitored through monthly meetings between the Deputy
Chief Officer HR, the HR Business Partner with the lead for casework and legal services. These
internal controls help protect against reputational damage which could lead to a poor employer
brand making it harder to attract and retain the best employees. From April 2019 all formal
casework has been logged via SAP which has resulted in better quality reporting allowing
trends to be spotted and action to be taken.
Does this proposal support the council’s three Key Pillars?
☐ Inclusive Growth

☒ Health and Wellbeing

☐ Climate Emergency

9 Our People Strategy 2020-2025 aims for all staff to be safe and well at work

Options, timescales and measuring success
What other options were considered?
10 N/A
How will success be measured?
11 N/A
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What is the timetable for implementation?
12 N/A
Appendices
13 Appendix 1 Annual assurance report for employment policies and employee conduct
Background papers
14 None
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EMPLOYMENT POLICY AND CONDUCT – STATEMENT OF INTERNAL CONTROL

Introduction
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1. This annual report to the Corporate Governance and
Audit Committee provides assurance in respect of the
Define and
Council’s employment policies and employee conduct.
Document
2. The requirements of employee conduct are established
and regularly reviewed; requirements relating to
employee conduct are communicated and feedback is
collected on whether expected behaviours are being
demonstrated; and employee conduct is monitored and
Review and
Clearly
Refine
Communicate
reported.
Cycle of
3. From the review, assessment and on-going monitoring
carried out, the Chief Officer HR has reached the
Internal
opinion that, employee conduct is properly managed,
Control
policies are regularly reviewed and employee conduct
forms part of normal manager/ employee relations.
4. Employment policy and procedure is comprised of
policy documents and accompanying toolkits which
contain template documents and guidance for
Meaningfully
Effectively
Monitor
Embed
employees and managers. We work to collectively
agree all our employment policies with our recognised
Trade Unions.
5. In accordance with the Council’s values and the People Strategy 2020-2025, our employment policies and procedures are a key tool in
helping the Council to be the best place to work and have a workforce that feels they can be their best, be valued for who they are and be
safe and well at work.
6. The statement sets out the standing arrangements for the internal control of employment policy and employee conduct and provides
evidence of compliance over the reporting period from April 2020 to March 2021.
7. The statement includes opportunities that have been identified to improve these arrangements.
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Define and Document
Policy and Strategy
9. The Council’s People Strategy 2020-2025 is clearly documented alongside our Best Council Plan (BCP) and outlines our ambition to be
the best employer in the best city. This lays out our approach to supporting our managers and staff to be their best, valued for who they
are and be safe and well whilst working for our organisation. The People Strategy is available on the leeds.gov website.
10. There is a wide breadth of employment policy at Leeds City Council from inclusion and diversity, wellbeing as well as those that relate
directly to conduct and performance.
11. This report provides a specific update on Conduct and Discipline; Employment Policies; Employee Register of Interest and Gifts and
Hospitality.
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Conduct and discipline
12. All employees are required to work in accordance with the employee code of conduct (available via Insite and covered on day one of
induction) and this is supported by a strong set of council values and manager expectations. The council’s disciplinary policy exists to take
action when an employee’s conduct falls below the expected standards. The policy is ACAS compliant, and managers are supported in
taking action by a skilled and professional HR team.

Employment Policies
13. Although a disciplinary policy is necessary it is the quality and effective operation of other employment policies that ensures that the vast
majority of employees meet the expected standards of conduct at work. Between 2015 and 2019 the following employment policies were
revised: disciplinary, improving attendance, dignity at work, alcohol and drugs, grievance resolution, improving performance, probationary
and recruitment. In all of these policies there is an emphasis on managers taking early action to avoid issues escalating unnecessarily and
also on taking an individualised approach to supporting their employees to be at work and be their best.
14. Throughout 2020/21 HR support has been focussed on supporting the Council’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic, adapting policy and
procedure as appropriate. This includes prioritising services and reallocating staff from to work on the frontline to do our best to ensure the
citizens of Leeds still received vital services. The adapting of this HR policy was reviewed by internal audit in early 2021 with a positive
outcome.
15. Following feedback from staff networks, particularly the BAME staff network the disciplinary policy is undergoing a best practice review
with a Trade Union working group and the grievance policy will be reviewed in the same fashion in 2022.
2
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16. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and building on the collectively agreed Flexibility Protocol in 2014, a Flexible Resourcing Plan was
developed with the trade unions in March 2020 to support workforce agility and deployment. This team in HR supported services to
identify employees who could be redeployed to services that were under significant pressure due to the pandemic from those that were
closed or unable to operate due to the national lockdown.
17. To understand the reasons for those leaving the Council’s employment, an exit interview process has been introduced for employees to
complete online or with a manager either immediately prior to their exit or immediately after.
18. The supporting staff at work charter with accompanying reasonable adjustment and working carers passports were introduced in 2020
with additional sessions for managers to attend.
Politically Restricted Posts
19. In order to comply with The Local Government and Housing Act 1989 the council has a politically restricted posts policy and this was
reviewed in 2019 by a member of the legal services team which resulted in no recommended changes. The identification of posts is built
into the guidance notes accompanying the creation of new posts and also the redesignation of existing posts. There have been no
referrals in 2020/21 to the HR casework team for any breach of the politically restricted posts policy and procedure.
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20. Values and Behaviours
21. This year, in light of the current public health and financial challenges, we have also reviewed the expectations of our leaders and
managers as part of our #TeamLeeds values and behaviours review, and the updated version can be found here.
22. Our values and behaviours form part of everything we do and are throughout our appraisal system for comment by individuals and their
line managers as part of the process.
Democratic Oversight
23. The Executive Member for Resources has oversight of matters in relation to human resources. The Executive member regularly attends
the HR and Trade Union meetings and has a weekly briefing with the HR Leadership team to enable any required escalation. The
Resources Scrutiny board also receives regular updates on the work of HR.

3
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Clearly Communicate
Contracts of Employment
24. Contract of employment documentation includes details of terms and conditions of employment and makes direct reference to
employment policies, in line with legislation. Employees can also obtain copies of employment policy at any time by searching on Insite or
asking their manager for a hard copy.
25. The politically restricted posts policy outlines the requirements of employees around political activity and specifically outlines politically
restricted posts may be specified or because of the sensitive duties of the post, this is laid out in the Local Government and Housing Act
(1989).
Communications
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26. Regular ‘manager communication’ emails were established during the pandemic to get key messages out quickly to managers across the
organisation. These helped to disseminate key information quickly and have been retained to date, instead of a sole focus on Covid-19
related information this has now been expanded out to include key messages for managers, this would include new policy updates with
links for managers to access. An archive section has been established in late 2021 on InSite so employees can refer back to earlier
messages.
27. In addition during the pandemic a section of the Leeds City Council website was created for staff to access who do not have regular
access to computer use as part of their role, to ensure they could also access key messages and advice through links to personal devices.
28. The new employee expectations that were launched in 2021 were communicated directly by the Chief Executive to all staff and have been
added as part of all mid-year appraisals for the 2021/22 year.
Insite
29. Information is readily available to all Council employees on our policies and procedures. When available on the intranet, they sit as part of
a toolkit that provides additional advice and guidance for employees and managers, including Frequently Asked Question sections.
30. Numerous toolkits are available through the Council intranet which gives access to employment policies, as well as accompanying
guidance and templates to ensure managers and employees are fully up to date. These are covered through the following toolkits:
• Managing staff – including sections on disciplinary; grievance; supporting staff at work; supporting staff who work remotely;
improving performance; probationary periods; library of former manager communication emails
4
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing – including sections on health and wellbeing; risk assessments; occupational health; safeguarding;
PPE
• Ill health and sickness absence – including sections on improving attendance policy; improving attendance stages
• Values and behaviours – including sections on employee register of interest; gifts and hospitality; employee code of conduct;
political activity
31. ‘Gifts, outside interest and political activity’ is a specific toolkit containing the policy and template documentation for declarations, in
addition there is a specific area for the Employee Code of Conduct
•

Training and Guidance
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32. Training is available on key policies and direct support from the HR service when a manager has to use the policies with a member(s) of
their team.
33. When staff begin their employment with the Council everyone undertakes the corporate induction, this outlines the council values and
behaviour as well as a talk from both the Chief Executive and the Leader of the Council.
34. Throughout 2020/21 a series of risk assessments were required as a result of the pandemic, particularly for individuals deemed high risk.
Training was made available to managers via Microsoft Teams to ensure they were confident to correctly engage with employees when
completing the assessments.
35. In addition, experienced officers with appropriate expertise are available through HR Business Partnering teams to advise managers on
how to appropriately apply these policies, either through direct contact or through the general HR enquiry line which is covered by a range
of HR teams to give advice. Where appropriate, HR may seek advice on complex cases from the employment law team in Legal Services.
Leadership
36. Corporate Leadership Team have regular updates on key employment practices and the newly established Best Council – People and
Culture regularly receive updates to provide guidance on the implementation of HR policies.
37. The Deputy Leader and Executive member for Resources meets weekly with members of the HR leadership team on the full range of
employment related activities.
38. Business Partnering teams also regularly communicate to Chief Officer’s and their leadership teams key policy updates and raise
awareness of any initiatives that they need to be implementing with their teams.

5
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Effectively Embed
Appraisals and 121s
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39. Policies and procedures are embedded through line management arrangements, using regular conversations through one to ones and the
appraisal cycle.
40. Due to the need to respond to COVID-19 the decision was taken in consultation with CLT to suspend the full year appraisal cycle for
2019/20. Following the suspension of the full year appraisal cycle in 2019/20 it was felt important for the full year review to take place for
employees in 2020/21. Regular manager and employee communication including discussion of job performance and amended
responsibilities continued through 121s and where required individual risk assessments.
41. Employees have been asked to consider and comment on the revised values and behaviours as part of their mid-year check in. These
include clearly set out expectations for all employees and arrangements are in place to assess the performance of employees against
expected behaviours through the two formal appraisals each year, a ‘full year’ appraisal (1 April to 30 June) and a ‘mid-year’ (1 October to
31 December).
Policy and strategy
42. The key employment policies outlined above are monitored regularly for outcomes and trends.
43. An introduction to the councils values and behaviours is provided through the corporate induction, then further training is available on
policies through the PAL system and HR guidance is given regularly through the HR Business Partner teams and the general enquiry line.
44. Throughout 2021 a new management development offer has been created to ensure our managers can be their best whilst working for the
organisation and covers a variety of topics, including management policy.
45. As policies are reviewed in addition to trade union consultation a discussion is had with staff networks for advice to understand
experiences and to enable them to be as inclusive as possible.
Employee Register of Interests
46. New starters are required to declare any interests when they commence employment, and all employees are required to register any
interests as specified in the register of interests policy on an ongoing basis. Examples of declarations include duties such as school
governors and other voluntary activities, employment outside the council and personal relationships with contractors.
6
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47. In addition, there is an annual exercise covering employees in high-risk posts which are identified using the following criteria:
 posts that give significant advice or speaking for the council;
 posts where there is significant authority to make decisions; and
 posts with significant discretion over spending.
During the period covering 2020 and 2021, declarations were submitted by 1,360 employees. This included all of those in posts that had
been identified as ‘high risk.’
48. Internal Audit have recently commenced an audit looking at how the arrangements in place to manage the risks associated with employee
outside interests have been embedded and complied with
49. Directors and chief officers have a responsibility to assess declarations and take the necessary actions to address any potential conflict of
interest as detailed in the toolkit guidance, “Assessing outside interests.” Advice is available from the HR team.
There were 2 referrals to the HR casework team in 2020/21 for a breach of the register of interests policy.
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Gifts and Hospitality
50. All individual declarations are reviewed and either approved or rejected by a Director or their nominee. The declarations are logged on a
central register at the Business Support Centre.
51. On an annual basis Directors are sent a copy of the register for their directorate and they are responsible for reviewing this to ensure that
they are satisfied that there are no concerns, either with what individual officers have declared over the year or with any particular firm
making inappropriate offers.
No concerns in relation to declarations of gifts and hospitality were identified in the last annual review and there have been no referrals
in 2019/20 to the HR casework team for any breach of the gifts and hospitality policy.
52. In 2019 a benchmarking exercise on the gifts and hospitality policy was undertaken with the core cities which confirms that our
arrangements are broadly similar to other local authorities.
53. From January 2020 Directors were required to gain approval from the Chief Executive and in turn the Chief Executive gains approval from
the Leader/ Deputy Leader for any gifts and hospitality declarations.
54. Those employees in identified “high risk” posts are required to actively confirm that they have complied with the gifts and hospitality policy
at the same time that they completed their annual return for the register of interests. These employees are required to complete an annual
declaration and there is a chase process in place with HR and the Business Support Centre (BSC) to ensure a response is received and
the organisation is policy compliant.
7
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55. HR currently works with the BSC to ensure the collection of the information, but the responsibility for risk assessing the declarations lays
with the line manager.
56. The table below outlines the arrangements for reviewing any declaration of interest from high risk posts:
Role of employee declaring interest
Reviewer of declaration
Up to and including Chief Officer

Director

Director

Chief Executive

Chief Executive

Leader of the Council

Disciplinary procedures
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57. Disciplinary cases are regularly monitored by members of the HR Leadership team to ensure consistency of approach and application of
policy.
58. In 2020/21 68 disciplinary cases were concluded, this represents less than 1% of the overall workforce, this is lower than previous years
due the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the organisations ability to conduct all meetings. The council’s response has been in line
with the guidance issued by ACAS and discussions were held with the trade unions about adopting a case-by-case approach to select the
best fit of holding a formal meeting from a range of options, supported by corporate and individual risk assessments. All meetings
throughout the pandemic were dealt with on a case-by-basis following consultation with Trade Unions and appropriate risk assessments
considering the impact of Covid-19 and included online hybrid and in-person options. The most urgent conduct issues were prioritised,
including any that occurred during the pandemic, but casework began resuming to deal with all cases in Autumn 2020, acting on the most
urgent first.

Meaningfully Monitor
Employee Engagement Survey
59. In 2020 due to the need to gather feedback from staff in response to COVID-19 two wellbeing pulse surveys were run, each one
completed by over 4000 employees and a more in depth working from home survey was held which was completed by 5,400 employees.
8
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These surveys ensured that the views of staff were gathered, that support for their wellbeing has been put in place and that CLT have
received information from employees to assist in the planning for future service provision and delivery. For those who were unhappy if
they chose to leave their contact details then they have received an individual phone call from a member of the HR team to offer further
support.
60. Further surveys have been carried out in 2021, and analysis shared with Chief Officers with actions plans created to respond to issues
that were raised by employees through the survey.
61. There are established controls in place to support open and transparent decision making in relation to employment policies, including
regular oversight by the HR Leadership team and legal support and advice as required.
62. CLT receive regular reports on a variety of workforce related matters, examples in 2020/21 includes updates on the People Strategy 20202025, apprenticeships, reallocation of staff through covid and the wellbeing agenda.
63. The Deputy Leader of the Council and Executive Member for Resources has weekly meetings with the HR Leadership team and is kept
abreast of any key developments.
64. In addition to general monitoring by HR Business Partnering teams with Chief Officers, casework figures are regularly monitored and the
principal audit manager and the HR Business Partner with the lead for casework meet regularly (approximately every 2- 3 months) to
identify any disciplinary cases which may be reportable to the annual fraud and corruption survey or require intervention by the audit team.
65. The strategy and resources scrutiny board receives information on the workforce twice a year and this is monitored through key
performance indicators such as employee absence rates, number of apprenticeships and details of workforce protected characteristics.
66. Health and safety compliance is monitored through monthly meetings between the Head of Health and Safety and the Director of
Resources and Housing and through a quarterly health, safety and wellbeing priority board with Chief Officers. In addition, health and
safety matters are reported to CLT twice a year and Executive Board receive an annual report and there is an established Trade Union
working group.

Review and Refine
Legislation, Policy and Guidance
67. All Council policies and guidance are regularly reviewed to ensure they are in line with any new legislation.
68. As an employer there is legal responsibility to ensure that certain employment policies are in place and as a good employer Leeds City
Council wants to achieve a culture where all employees are clear on their responsibilities and can be their best.
Stakeholder engagement
9
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69. Key stakeholders to employment policies including managers, legal services and our Trade Union colleagues.
70. HR are always mindful of feedback when refreshing employment policies and work with our employment law team to ensure legal
compliance and work to collectively agree these with our recognised Trade Unions.
71. Following the Black Lives Matter movement that emerged in 2020, there has been a refreshed approach to working with our Black, Asian
and Minority Ethnic (BAME) staff network to better understand the impact of employment policies on this group.
72. This work is led by members of the HR Leadership team (HRLT) who feed directly in to CLT, with a quarterly meeting to update against an
agreed action plan. All of this work is not solely aimed at employment policy, but the employee experience forms a significant part of this
work.
Survey of Internal Control
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73. In May 2021, the council undertook a new Survey of Internal Control amongst senior officers to provide first line assurance in relation to all
key systems of internal control by seeking an assessment from operational managers as to how the arrangements underpinning the
Corporate Governance Code and Framework are working on the ground.
74. The Survey included questions relating to arrangements for the employment policies and procedure and the capacity and capability to be
effective.
75. The survey asked whether, in the view of respondents, officers in their service are aware of, and whether they work in compliance with a
range of relevant HR policies and procedures.
76. Respondents were requested to say how they could give the assurances set out; whether the Covid-19 pandemic had any impact on
relevant policies; whether there were weaknesses and if so whether suggestions could be made to improve them. In this way the survey
has provided both quantitative and qualitative assurance.
77. Positive feedback received through the survey demonstrates that staff were aware and working in accordance with the organisations
policy on appraisals and one to one meetings as well as been able to obtain advice and guidance from HR.
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Appraisals and 121s
DAH awareness
DCF awareness
DCHE awareness
DCD awareness
DR awareness
Total awareness

Very much
Somewhat
Not at all

Don't know
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Advice & guidance from HR
Very much
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DCF compliance
DCHE awareness
DR compliance
Total awareness

Somewhat
Not at all
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Don't know

78. In relation to Health and Safety incidents and reporting this has also received positive feedback from those in services as showing in the
table below.
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Health and safety risk assessments
DAH awareness
DCF awareness

Very much

DCHE awareness

Somewhat

DCD awareness

Not at all

DR awareness

Don't know

Total awareness
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Opportunities for Improvement
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79. Feedback received through the survey identified the need for ongoing support and advice to managers when they need to help and
employee who isn’t performing to the best of their ability.
80. A comment left in the survey stated ‘Training for managers on how to deal with conduct or performance issues would be useful, so they
have the confidence to do this. Managers also need to know they have the support of their own managers to have these difficult
conversations.’
81. Though there is training and support available, this can be an area in which HR can strengthen over the next 12 months as part of the
Leadership and Management Development offer to ensure everyone can be their best at work.
Benchmarking opportunities
82. The Chief Officer HR and the Deputy Chief Officer HR are part of wider employment networks for benchmarking, sharing best practice and
opportunities to improve employment policy. These include the core city networks the Anchors network and the Local Government
Association (LGA) as well as HR specific links to the CIPD and PPMA.
83. The Yorkshire and Humber Regional Employers Association (YHEA) meets regularly and has a network of Elected Members from the
region linked in to this too. When renewing and refreshing policies this group is regularly contacted.
84. As part of the Council’s approach to Covid sickness, a benchmarking exercise was undertaken in the region to ensure consistency across
Yorkshire and the Humber in application of the LGA advice. It was found that Leeds was in line with other Local Authorities in the region in
their application.
Independent Review
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EMPLOYMENT POLICY AND CONDUCT – STATEMENT OF INTERNAL CONTROL

85. In 2020/21 Internal Audit completed a review of the Application of HR Polices with respect to the impact of COVID. An opinion of
substantial assurance was provided for the control environment, noting that HR policies had the flexibility to be adapted to the guidelines
set by the government in response to the pandemic, and that the requirements had been effectively communicated.

Statement of Assurance
86. This is the annual report to the committee concerning the Council’s employment policies and employee conduct. From the review,
assessment and on-going monitoring carried out, the Chief Officer HR has reached the opinion that, employee conduct is properly
managed, policies are regularly reviewed and employee conduct forms part of normal manager/ employee relations.
87. The Chief Officer Human Resources has identified the following opportunities for enhancement
Opportunities for improvement
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Define and Document




Ongoing communications regularly to managers updating on key pieces of policy and relevant
information will continue in 2022 to ensure they are fully informed and kept up to date with any
changes



Development of training for managers around supporting individuals around their performance at work
will be created and delivered as part of the refreshed Leadership and Management offer




Regular reporting of covid sickness data will continue in to 2022 to enable CLT to make swift
decisions to reallocate the workforce as needed to support the citizens of Leeds
Regular reporting to the Elected Member leadership will continue alongside through the usual scrutiny
boards and other committees, to ensure democratic oversight is maintained



No further changes are proposed at this time.

Clearly Communicate

Effectively Embed

Meaningfully Monitor

Review and Refine

The Chief Officer HR will continue to ensure that the employment policies and procedures are robust
and fit for purpose.
Work will continue across the authority to achieve our People Strategy 2020-2025
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Agenda Item 13
Report author:

Mary Hasnip

Tel:

3789384

Approval of the 2020/21 Statement of Accounts and
Grant Thornton Audit Report
Date:

4th February 2022

Report of: the Chief Finance Officer
Report to: Corporate Governance and Audit Committee
Will the decision be open for call in?

☐Yes ☒No

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?

☐Yes ☒No

What is this report about?


Grant Thornton’s audit of the final accounts is nearing completion, and a report of their
findings is attached. The main points are that :
 Subject to completion of their remaining audit work, Grant Thornton anticipate being able
to issue an unqualified opinion on the 2020/21 Statement of Accounts,
 There are expected to be no material unadjusted audit differences affecting the financial
statements;



An updated copy of the statement of accounts will be published with this report. The
accounts will be certified by the Chief Finance Officer as a true and fair view of the Council’s
financial position as at 31st March 2021 prior to the Chair of the Committee being asked to
certify them.

Recommendations
a) Members are asked to receive the audit report of the Council’s external auditors on the
2020/21 accounts and to note that there are expected to be no unadjusted audit differences
to the accounts.
b) Members are asked to consider the updated 2020/21 Statement of Accounts, and to
approve these as the Council’s final audited accounts subject to no issues requiring further
material adjustment arising as a result of Grant Thornton’s remaining audit work. The
Committee is further asked to authorise the Chair to approve any additional non-material
amendments which may be recommended by the Chief Finance Officer, and, once the audit
is complete, to acknowledge this approval on behalf of the Committee by signing the
appropriate section within the Statement of Responsibilities on page 1 of the accounts.
c) Members are asked to note that, should any material adjustments arise as a result of Grant
Thornton’s remaining audit work, a final version of the Statement of Accounts will be
presented for approval at the next meeting of the Committee, prior to their publication.
d) On the basis of the assurances received, the Chair is asked to sign the management
representation letter on behalf of the Corporate Governance and Audit Committee.
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Why is the proposal being put forward?
1

At its meeting in July, the Committee considered the unaudited 2020/21 Statement of
Accounts, and they were subsequently made available for public inspection. Under this
Committee’s terms of reference, members are required to approve the Council’s final
audited Statement of Accounts and to consider any material amendments identified by the
Council or recommended by the auditors.

What impact will this proposal have?
Wards Affected:
Have ward members been consulted?

2

☐Yes

☒No

Post Balance Sheet Events and other significant amendments

2.1 Under proper accounting practice the Council is required to consider any post balance
sheet events which, if known at the time of the accounts being produced, would have
significantly altered the Council’s financial statements. If such events have occurred then
the Council is required to amend the accounts if the cumulative value of the events would
have a material impact on the Council’s financial statements. Such events must be
considered up until this Committee approves the final accounts and the auditors provide
their audit opinion.
2.2 As at the 27th January a small number of corrections and post balance sheet events have
been identified which are sufficiently material to require an adjustment to be made to the
final accounts.
2.3 Reductions of £18.5m have been recognised in the value of property, plant and equipment.
This includes a £16.5m reduction due to an error in the valuation of one asset, and a small
number of clerical errors in recording asset valuations.
2.4 The council has been advised by the West Yorkshire Pension Fund of amendments to the
overall value of the pension fund’s assets, which will have a material impact on the net
pensions liability shown within the council’s accounts. A final actuarial valuation of this is
awaited. The council has also requested an updated calculation of the impact of early
retirements during 2020/21 on its pension figures, using more detailed data than was
available at the time that the actuarial calculation used in the draft accounts was produced.
The latest version of the accounts which are to be circulated with this report incorporate the
council’s best estimate of the impact of these two issues, an increase in the pensions
assets of £32.5m and an increase in the pensions liabilities of £16.1m, resulting in a net
reduction of £16.4m in the net pensions liability.
2.5 The overall impact of the above amendments is a reduction in the council’s net worth of
£2.1m, with no change to its spendable reserves.
2.6 As outlined in paragraph 2.1 above, any post balance sheet events must be considered up
until the accounts are approved. A verbal update will be provided at Committee to confirm
the final position.
3

Public Inspection Queries, Questions to the Auditors and Objections

3.1 Under the statutory timescales for public inspection of the accounts, no formal objections or
requests for additional information were received for the 2020/21 accounts.
4

Key External Audit findings
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4.1 Grant Thornton have provided a working draft audit report giving their audit findings to date,
and they have noted within this report where audit work is still to be completed. Their report
is attached as Appendix 2.
4.2 Grant Thornton’s report indicates that, subject to the satisfactory completion of their audit
work, they anticipate being able to issue an unqualified audit opinion on the council’s
accounts.
4.3 Grant Thornton have made four medium priority recommendations in relation to their audit
of the statement of accounts, and a number of further recommendations in relation to their
IT audit of controls in place for the council’s key financial systems.
5

Management Representation letter

5.1 Local authority auditors are required by the Code of Audit Practice to undertake the audit
work on the accounts in compliance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). ISAs
contain a mixture of mandatory procedures and explanatory guidance. Within the
mandatory procedures are requirements to obtain written representations from
management on certain matters material to the audit opinion. The management
representation letter is designed to give Grant Thornton such assurances. In respect of the
2020/21 accounts the proposed letter is attached as Appendix 1 to this report. The letter is
being reviewed by officers and confirmation will be provided at the meeting of the
Committee on whether the Chief Finance Officer has requested any amendments before
signing the letter to confirm that officers are not aware of any compliance issues on the
representation matters raised in the letter.
5.2 The Committee is asked to consider whether members are aware of any issues they want
to bring to the auditors’ attention in respect of the matters addressed in the management
representation letter. If there are no such issues the Committee is asked to agree that the
Chair can sign the letter on behalf of the Committee.
What consultation and engagement has taken place?
6

The final Statement of Accounts and the Audit Report do not raise any issues requiring
consultation or engagement with the public, ward members or Councillors.

What are the resource implications?
7

Under the audit reporting arrangements for 2020/21 set out by the National Audit Office, the
outcome of value for money audit work is to be reported separately, and within three
months of the conclusion of the audit of the statement of accounts. Grant Thornton will
report on this aspect of their 2020/21 audit work to a subsequent meeting of the Committee.

What are the legal implications?
8

The amended Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 require the audited Statement of
Accounts together with the final audit report to be published before the 30 th November or, if
this is not possible, as soon as practicable after receipt of the final auditor’s report on the
statement of accounts.

9

Under this Committee’s terms of reference, members are required to approve the Council’s
final audited Statement of Accounts and to consider any material amendments
recommended by the auditors.

10 In the event that Grant Thornton’s remaining audit work identifies any issues which require
further material amendments to the Statement of Accounts, the Committee would be asked
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to review and approve a revised Statement of Accounts at its March meeting, prior to their
publication.
What are the key risks and how are they being managed?
11 Grant Thornton’s audit report sets out the key risks that they identified in advance of their
audit, and their findings in respect of these risks.
Does this proposal support the council’s 3 Key Pillars?
☐Inclusive Growth

☐Health and Wellbeing

☐Climate Emergency

12 The report relates to the council’s underlying financial governance arrangements rather
than to any specific aspect of service delivery.
Options, timescales and measuring success
a) What other options were considered?
13 This report informs the Committee of the findings from Grant Thornton’s audit for 2020/21.
b) How will success be measured?
14 Grant Thornton’s audit report states that, subject to completion of their audit work, they
anticipate being able to issue an unqualified opinion on the Council’s 2020/21 Statement of
Accounts.
c) What is the timetable for implementation?
15 Grant Thornton aim to complete their outstanding audit work on the statement of accounts
by the end of February.

Appendices
16 Appendix 1 is the draft Management Representation letter, and Appendix 2 is Grant
Thornton’s Audit Findings Report.

Background papers
17 None.
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Grant Thornton UK LLP
No 1 Whitehall Riverside
Leeds LS1 4BN

Victoria Bradshaw
Chief Finance Officer
Selectapost 3
Civic Hall
Leeds
LS1 1JF
Contact: Victoria Bradshaw
Tel: 0113 3788540
Email: Victoria.bradshaw@leeds.gov.uk
4th February 2022

Dear Sirs,
This representation letter is provided in connection with the audit of the financial statements of Leeds
City Council for the year ended 31st March 2021 for the purpose of expressing an opinion as to
whether the Council’s financial statements are presented fairly, in all material respects in accordance
with International Financial Reporting Standards and the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local
Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2020/21 and applicable law.
We confirm that to the best of our knowledge and belief having made such inquiries as we considered
necessary for the purpose of appropriately informing ourselves:
Financial Statements
i.

We have fulfilled our responsibilities for the preparation of the Council’s financial statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of
Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2020/21 ("the Code"); in
particular the financial statements are fairly presented in accordance therewith.

ii.

We have complied with the requirements of all statutory directions affecting the Council and
these matters have been appropriately reflected and disclosed in the financial statements.

iii.

The Council has complied with all aspects of contractual agreements that could have a material
effect on the financial statements in the event of non-compliance. There has been no noncompliance with requirements of any regulatory authorities that could have a material effect on
the financial statements in the event of non-compliance.

iv.

We acknowledge our responsibility for the design, implementation and maintenance of internal
control to prevent and detect fraud.

v.

Significant assumptions used by us in making accounting estimates, including those measured
at fair value, are reasonable. Such accounting estimates include the valuation of land and
buildings and the net pension fund liability. We are satisfied that the material judgements used
in the preparation of the financial statements are soundly based, in accordance with the Code
and adequately disclosed in the financial statements. We understand our responsibilities
include identifying and considering alternative, methods, assumptions or source data that
would be equally valid under the financial reporting framework, and why these alternatives
were rejected in favour of the estimate used. We are satisfied that the methods, the data and
the significant assumptions used by us in making accounting estimates and their related
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disclosures are appropriate to achieve recognition, measurement or disclosure that is
reasonable in accordance with the Code and adequately disclosed in the financial statements.
vi.

We confirm that we are satisfied that the actuarial assumptions underlying the valuation of
pension scheme assets and liabilities for IAS19 Employee Benefits disclosures are consistent
with our knowledge. We confirm that all settlements and curtailments have been identified and
properly accounted for. We also confirm that all significant post-employment benefits have
been identified and properly accounted for.

vii.

Except as disclosed in the financial statements:
a. there are no unrecorded liabilities, actual or contingent
b. none of the assets of the Council has been assigned, pledged or mortgaged
c. there are no material prior year charges or credits, nor exceptional or non-recurring
items requiring separate disclosure.

viii.

Related party relationships and transactions have been appropriately accounted for and
disclosed in accordance with the requirements of International Financial Reporting Standards
and the Code.

ix.

All events subsequent to the date of the financial statements and for which International
Financial Reporting Standards and the Code require adjustment or disclosure have been
adjusted or disclosed.

x.

We have considered the adjusted misstatements, and misclassification and disclosures
changes schedules included in your Audit Findings Report. The Council’s financial statements
have been amended for these misstatements and for all material misclassification and
disclosure changes and are free of material misstatements, including omissions.

xi.

We have noted that the unadjusted misstatements schedule included in your Audit Findings
Report to date does not identify any unadjusted misstatements for consideration. We will
consider any further misstatements that you bring to our attention and we will ensure that the
financial statements are free of material misstatements, including omissions.

xii.

Actual or possible litigation and claims have been accounted for and disclosed in accordance
with the requirements of International Financial Reporting Standards.

xiii.

We have no plans or intentions that may materially alter the carrying value or classification of
assets and liabilities reflected in the financial statements.

xiv.

We have updated our going concern assessment. We continue to believe that the Council’s
financial statements should be prepared on a going concern basis and have not identified any
material uncertainties related to going concern on the grounds that :
a. the nature of the Council means that, notwithstanding any intention to cease the Council
operations in their current form, it will continue to be appropriate to adopt the going concern
basis of accounting because, in such an event, services it performs can be expected to
continue to be delivered by related public authorities and preparing the financial statements
on a going concern basis will still provide a faithful representation of the items in the financial
statements
b. the financial reporting framework permits the entity to prepare its financial statements on
the basis of the presumption set out under a) above; and
c. the Council’s system of internal control has not identified any events or conditions relevant
to going concern. We believe that no further disclosures relating to the Council's ability to
continue as a going concern need to be made in the financial statements.

Information Provided
xv.

We have provided you with:
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a. access to all information of which we are aware that is relevant to the preparation of
the Council financial statements such as records, documentation and other matters;
b. additional information that you have requested from us for the purpose of your audit;
and
c. access to persons within the Council via remote arrangements, in compliance with the
nationally specified social distancing requirements established by the government in
response to the covid 19 pandemic from whom you determined it necessary to obtain
audit evidence.
xvi.

We have communicated to you all deficiencies in internal control of which management is
aware.

xvii.

All transactions have been recorded in the accounting records and are reflected in the
financial statements.

xviii.

We have disclosed to you the results of our assessment of the risk that the financial
statements may be materially misstated as a result of fraud.

xix.

We have disclosed to you all information in relation to fraud or suspected fraud that we are
aware of and that affects the Council and involves:
a. management;
b. employees who have significant roles in internal control; or
c. others where the fraud could have a material effect on the financial statements.

xx.

We have disclosed to you all information in relation to allegations of fraud, or suspected fraud,
affecting the financial statements communicated by employees, former employees, analysts,
regulators or others.

xxi.

We have disclosed to you all known instances of non-compliance or suspected noncompliance with laws and regulations whose effects should be considered when preparing
financial statements.

xxii.

We have disclosed to you the identity of the Council's related parties and all the related party
relationships and transactions of which we are aware.

xxiii.

We have disclosed to you all known actual or possible litigation and claims whose effects
should be considered when preparing the financial statements.

Annual Governance Statement
xxiv.

We are satisfied that the Annual Governance Statement (AGS) fairly reflects the Council's risk
assurance and governance framework and we confirm that we are not aware of any
significant risks that are not disclosed within the AGS.

Narrative Report
xxv.

The disclosures within the Narrative Report, which is titled the Narrative Foreword, fairly
reflect our understanding of the Council's financial and operating performance over the period
covered by the Council financial statements.

Approval
The approval of this letter of representation was minuted by the Council’s Corporate Governance and
Audit Committee at its meeting on 4th February 2022.
Yours faithfully,

Chief Finance Officer

Chair, Corporate Governance and Audit Committee
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Agenda Item 14
Report author: Kate Sadler
Tel: 0113 37 88663

Corporate Governance and Audit Committee Work
Programme 2021-22
Date: 4th February 2022
Report of: Chief Officer Financial Services
Report to: Corporate Governance and Audit Committee
Will the decision be open for call in?

☐ Yes ☒ No

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?

☐ Yes ☒ No

What is this report about?
Including how it contributes to the city’s and council’s ambitions




This report presents the work programme for the Corporate Governance and Audit
Committee, setting out future business for the Committee’s agenda, together with details of
when items will be presented.
The report also invites Members to suggest any matters which they would wish to see
included in the work programme for 2022/23 which will be received by the Committee at its
March meeting.

Recommendations
a) Members are requested to consider and approve the work programme and meeting dates at
Appendix 1.
b) Members are invited to recommend any matters for inclusion in the 2022/23 work
programme.

Why is the proposal being put forward?
1 Development and regular review of the work programme enables the Committee to manage the
business appropriately in line with the risks currently facing the Council.
What impact will this proposal have?
Wards affected: None
Have ward members been consulted?

☐ Yes

☒ No

2 The work undertaken by the committee throughout the year will support the understanding of
the internal control and risk environment and support the committee’s approval of the statutory
Statement of Accounts and Annual Governance Statement.
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What consultation and engagement has taken place?
3 The Work programme was approved by the Committee at its meeting in March 2021 and is
presented at each meeting for the committee to consider and amend as appropriate. Similarly
the work programme for 2022/23 will be presented in March 2022 and at subsequent meetings.
What are the resource implications?
4 The work undertaken by the committee will provide assurance as to the appropriate use of
resources to deliver the council’s strategic objectives.
What are the legal implications?
5 S151 Local Government Act 1972 requires local authorities to “make arrangements for the
proper administration of its financial affairs”. The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations
2015 provide that the local authority is responsible for ensuring “a sound system of internal
control which facilitates the effective exercise of its functions and the achievement of its aims
and objectives; ensures that the financial and operational management of the authority is
effective and includes effective arrangements for the management of risk”.
6 The work undertaken by the committee enables it to advise Council (the body charged with
governance) that arrangements in place are up to date, fit for purpose, communicated and
embedded, monitored and routinely complied with.
What are the key risks and how are they being managed?
7 The work undertaken by the committee will provide assurance that there are arrangements in
place for the management of risk which are appropriate, proportionate, monitored and effective.
Does this proposal support the council’s three Key Pillars?
☒ Inclusive Growth
☒ Health and Wellbeing
☒ Climate Emergency
8 The work undertaken by the committee will provide assurance that arrangements for internal
control support the delivery of the council’s strategic objectives.

Options, timescales and measuring success
What other options were considered?
9 It is proposed that the draft annual report of the committee is brought to the first meeting of the
new municipal year for approval prior to submission to Council, enabling the draft to fully reflect
the work and impact of the committee over the municipal year including any work undertaken by
the Chair on the committee’s behalf in the closing weeks of the year. Whilst it is possible that
membership of the committee will change prior to this meeting there is likely to be a substantial
continuity in membership such that an informed judgement can be made in respect of the draft
report.
10 Members are invited to recommend the inclusion of further business in the work programme as
necessary.
How will success be measured?
11 The Committee will provide an annual report to Council detailing how the committee has
discharged its responsibilities.
What is the timetable for implementation?
12 As set out at Appendix 1
Appendices
13 Appendix 1 – Work Programme of Corporate Governance and Audit Committee 2021/22
Background papers
14 None
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE
PROPOSED WORK PROGRAMME FOR 2021-22
Date1
May
25th June 2021

30th July 2021

August
24th September 2021

October
26th November 2021

17th December 2021

Jan
4th Feb 2022

25th Mar 2022

Work Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5

External Audit letter for 2019/20
External Audit update report
Internal Audit update report (Feb to April)
Fraud and Corruption update report (October to March)
PSN certification update report
Risk management Policy and Strategy Update
Annual assurance report on procurement policies and practices
Annual assurance report on decision making
Interim Annual Governance Statement
Draft statement of accounts
External Audit Plan

1
2
3
4
5

Informing the Audit Risk Assessment
Annual assurance report on treasury management systems and processes
Report on Climate Emergency Governance and Controls
Internal Audit update report (May to July)
Annual assurance report on planning regulation and enforcement arrangements

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4

Annual report on financial planning and management arrangements
Invitation to opt in to PSAA arrangements for procurement of external auditors.
Procurement update report
Internal Audit annual report and opinion (including assurance in respect of RIPA)
Approval of Annual Governance Statement
Fraud and Corruption update report (April to September)
External Audit update report
Annual assurance report on corporate risk management arrangements
Annual assurance report on corporate business continuity arrangements
Annual assurance report on corporate performance management arrangements
Internal Audit update report (August to October)

1
2
3
4
5

Annual assurance report on employment policies and procedures and employee conduct
Receipt of External Audit Report setting out findings of Value for Money Review
Receipt of External Audit Letter
Update Assurance Report on Integrated Digital Service Controls
Joint annual report on information governance from Data Protection Officer and Caldicott
Guardian
Approval of audited accounts & audit report (ISA 260)
External Audit update report and plan
Receipt of External Audit Report setting out findings of Value for Money Review
Receipt of External Audit Letter
Internal Audit update report (November to January)
Receipt of Internal Audit Plan
Annual assurance report on customer contact and satisfaction report
Draft annual report to Council

6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Apr

1

The schedule of meetings is proposed but the committee reserve the right to review and amend the work programme
content and meeting dates throughout the year.
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